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Dear Colleague:
We’re pleased to send you this catalog of new and recent 
publications in Education from our SAGE and Corwin 
imprints for your course adoption consideration. If you’ve 
used our titles in the past, we’d like to thank you and 
welcome you back! If you’re unfamiliar with our offerings, 
then we are confident that you’ll find many titles in this 
catalog perfect for your courses.

SAGE and Corwin titles reflect current research, national 
standards, and best practices; our authorship includes 
the researchers, scholars, and practitioners you recognize 
and trust. The two lists offer powerful and complementary 
selections for educational leadership coursework: SAGE 
publishes core and supplementary college texts to provide 
you with current content for your courses; and Corwin Press 
offers focused, research-grounded resources on leading-
edge practice topics ready to implement in K-12 schools. 
Together we give you a range of options for tailoring your text 
requirements to reflect the unique content and aims of your 
course syllabi.

One last thing: As small, independent publishers we’re able 
to keep our imprints’ books priced at an average of 30% 
lower than those from larger corporate publishers. Our lower 
prices allow you the flexibility of requiring books that fit your 
course goals and your students’ budgets.

Unless otherwise noted, you may easily order complimentary 
review copies of any titles of interest for course adoption by 
going to www.sagepub.com or contacting our Customer 
Service at (800) 818-7243.

Thank you for your time in considering our texts!

Cordially,

SAGE & Corwin Marketing

Explanation of symbols

Titles displaying this symbol are available 
in a “P+E” bundle, offering both the 
original title (Print) plus a web-based/
downloadable eBook format (Electronic). 
This bundle provides your students with 
additional flexibility and value.

Titles displaying this symbol are 
not available on a complimentary basis 
for adoption consideration. These books 
are for purchase only.

Titles displaying this symbol are 
accompanied by a password-
protected Instructor Teaching Site 
and/or an open-access Student Study 
Site. These sites offer a variety of 
additional learning resources available 
to you and your students.

Titles displaying this symbol are 
available online through CourseSmart. 
Receive instant access to the entire 
text before it publishes and help the 
environment by saving trees at the 
same time! 

Visit: coursesmart.com. 
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Introduction to Early Childhood Education

Early ChIldhood EduCaTIon: Becoming a Professional
Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree Henderson, and Alicia Valero-
Kerrick, all of California State University, Sacramento

This text is an inspiring introduction to the world of early childhood education, preparing the teachers of tomorrow to reach 
their full potential in their schools and communities. Written by a diverse and experienced author team, it engages readers to 
connect contemporary educational and developmental theory and research to developmentally appropriate practices and 
applications that are easily implemented in the classroom. In response to today’s ever-changing educational environment, the 
text focuses on both the importance of taking personal and professional responsibility, as well as today’s issues in diversity—
from supporting children with exceptionalities to supporting children and families in broader cultural contexts.

CONTENTS Part I: FoundatIons oF Early ChIldhood EduCatIon / 1. the Early Childhood teacher / 2. history of Early Childhood Education 
/ 3. types of Progams and services / Part II: dEvEloPmEnt and Early ChIldhood EduCatIon / 4. learning theories / 5. Child development 
and milestones / Part III: thE Early ChIldhood Classroom / 6. assessment and Evaluation through observation / 7. Exceptional Children 
in Early Care and Education / 8. diversity in Early Care and Education / 9. Guidance in Early Care and Education / Part Iv: ImPlEmEntInG thE 
Early ChIldhood CurrICulum / 10. Play and the learning Environment / 11. Emotional and social development / 12. language and literacy 
development / 13. mathematics, science, and technology / 14. movement, healthy, and the Physical Curriculum / Part v: trEnds and IssuEs In 
Early ChIldhood EduCatIon / 15. Engaging Parents, Families, and the Community / 16. Early Childhood Education Policies

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-7345-8 • JaNuary 2013 • 576 PageS •  •  •  • Sage

LearNINg TheorIeS IN chILdhood
Colette Gray, Stranmillis University College, U.K. • Sean MacBlain, University College Plymouth, U.K. 

By focusing on the early philosophies of learning and the key behavioral, cognitive and social theorists, this book 
provides a comprehensive overview of children’s learning. The authors discuss the key learning theories, highlight the 
strengths and weaknesses of each approach and encourage reflection on how different approaches impact on the 
learning environment. The discussion finishes with an exploration of the new sociology of childhood. Examples are 
drawn from practice to highlight key concepts, and to make vital links between theory and practice. 

CONTENTS an Introduction to learning theories / the Founding Fathers and Philosophies of learning / Classical and operant Conditioning: 
the Early years Experience / Piaget, learning and Cognitive Constructivism / vygotsky: learning in a social matrix / Bandura, Bronfenbrenner and 
social learning / Bruner and discovery learning/Constructivism / developing a new Perspective: the new social studies of Childhood / theory in 
Practice: learning and the reflective Practitioner

PaPerback ISbN: 978-0-8570-2146-5 • ©2012 • 184 PageS • Sage

LearNINg STorIeS: Constructing Learner Identities in Early Education
Margaret Carr, University of Waikato, New Zealand • Wendy Lee, Director of the Educational Leadership 
Project, New Zealand 

Margaret Carr’s seminal work on Learning Stories was first published by SAGE in 2001, and this widely acclaimed approach 
to assessment has since gained a huge international following. In this new book, the authors outline the philosophy behind 
Learning Stories and call on the latest findings from the research projects they have led with teachers on learning dispositions 
and learning power to argue that Learning Stories can construct learner identities in early childhood settings and schools. 
By making the connection between sociocultural approaches to pedagogy and assessment and narrative inquiry, this book 
contextualizes learning stories as a philosophical approach to education, learning and pedagogy. 

CONTENTS learner Identities in the Early years: an Introduction to Four themes / Why story? / Co-authoring and dialogue / making Connections 
across Boundaries Between Places / recognising and re-Cognising learning Continuities / appropriating Knowledges and learning dispositions in 
a range of Increasingly Complex Ways / reconceptualising assessment / Constructing and sustaining a Passion for learning 

PaPerback: $40.00 • ISbN: 978-0-8570-2093-2 • ©2012 • 168 PageS •  • Sage

ThreadS of ThINkINg: Schemas and Young Children’s Learning FourTh EdITIon

Cathy Nutbrown, University of Sheffield, U.K.

In her new edition of this popular book, Cathy Nutbrown presents evidence of continuity and progression in young children’s 
thinking. She shows, with detailed observation, that they are able and active learners. She considers aspects of children’s 
patterns of learning and thinking—or schemas—and demonstrates clearly how children learn in an active, dynamic and 
creative way. This book makes schema theory explicit in practice. Supported by numerous detailed examples and the 
discussion of difficult theoretical issues, it illustrates children’s learning in areas such as literacy, maths and science.

CONTENTS Part I: younG ChIldrEn lEarnInG / thinking about young Children learning / some Questions about schemas / Part II: 
ChIldrEn’s PattErns oF lEarnInG / Consistency, Continuity and Progression in young Children’s learning / schemas as Consistent Patterns of 
Behaviour - studies of three Children / Part III: sChEmas and thE dEvEloPmEnt oF KnoWlEdGE and undErstandInG / Children’s developing 
understanding of mathematical and scientific Ideas / Patterns of literacy / nourishing Children’s thinking through stories / Part Iv: ImPlICatIons 
For Early EduCatIon / a Curriculum for thinking Children / assessment for learning / Working with Parents

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8492-0464-4 • ©2011 • 216 PageS • Sage

NEW!
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TeachINg chILdreN 3-11: A Student’s Guide ThIrd EdITIon

Anne D. Cockburn, University of East Anglia, U.K. • Graham Handscomb, Essex County Council, U.K.
Focusing on the major topics underpinning professional studies strands in primary and early years teacher education, this text 
provides indispensable coverage of practical and conceptual issues that support teaching practice. This edition includes new 
chapters on: curriculum development, cross-curricular teaching, diversity and inclusion, and communication in the classroom.

CONTENTS section 1. the learning teacher / setting out / Working together and Enquiring Within / approaches to learning and teaching / section 2. 
skills in teaching and learning / talking in Class / observation / Classroom skills / the unique Child - approaches to diversity and Inclusion / Positive 
Ethos: motivation and Behaviour / reflective Practice / assessment / Planning / E-learning / section 3. managing the curriculum / the dynamic 
Curriculum / making sense of the Curriculum / Continuity and Progression from 3 to 11 / section 4. the child and the community / the school in the 
Community and the Community in the school / section 5. developing the teacher you want to be / how am I doing? / your First teaching Post 

PaPerback ISbN: 978-0-8570-2487-9 • ©2012 • 368 PageS • Sage

LearNINg IN earLy chILdhood: A Whole Child Approach from Birth to 8 
Edited by Pat Beckley, Bishop Grosseteste University College, U.K.
By explaining the theoretical context and highlighting relevant research evidence, this book supports a whole child 
approach to learning in the early years. Drawing on case studies from a wide range of early years settings, the chapters 
consider how the different professions in education, health and social care can work together to achieve the best 
possible outcomes for all young children.

CONTENTS Part I: hoW younG ChIldrEn lEarn / Contemporary Perspectives / theories of learning / Partnerships with Parents/Careers / Pedagogy in 
Practice / Part II: suPPortInG younG ChIldrEn’s lEarnInG / motivation and self-Esteem / Inclusion / diversity / thinking skills / Part III: orGanIZInG 
thE lEarnInG EnvIronmEnt / approaches to Play / Enabling Environments / learning and teaching styles / leadership and management in Early years 
settings / Part Iv: IssuEs In PraCtICE / Engaging learners / the social Practice/ multi-agency Working / Forward thinking and Forward Practice 

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8492-0405-7 • ©2012 • 264 PageS • Sage

KEy ConCEpTs In Early ChIldhood EduCaTIon and CarE sECond EdITIon

Cathy Nutbrown, University of Sheffield, U.K.

This updated Second Edition explains the key ideas and issues in Early Childhood and includes coverage of heuristic 
play, early literacy development and parent involvement. The book offers starting points which provide a clear focus, 
further reading and discussion of research on thirty-five key topics.

CONTENTS assessment / attachment / Babies’ learning and development / Childminding and home Childcare / Children’s Centres / Citizenship / 
developmentally appropriate Practice / digital technologies / Early Intervention studies / Early literacy development / Early years Foundation stage / Early years 
Professional status / Family literacy / Gender / heuristic Play with objects / high scope Preschool Curriculum / Inclusion / Index for Inclusion / Key Person / media 
and Popular Culture / montessori method / neuroscience / Parental Involvement / Persona dolls / Play / Quality / reggio Emilia approach / schemas / sexualities 
/ special Educational needs / steiner-Waldorf approach / sure start / te Whãriki / treasure Basket / united nations Convention on the rights of the Child

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8492-0401-9 • ©2011 • 192 PageS •  • Sage

Early ChIldhood: A Guide for Students sECond EdITIon

Edited by Tina Bruce, Honorary Visiting Professor at Roehampton University, U.K.

This engaging text provides a comprehensive introduction to the field of early childhood. Written and edited by experts 
in the field, the book clearly explains theory through illustrations of good practice, with case studies, reflective exercises 
and suggestions for further reading.

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8486-0224-3 • ©2010 • 440 PageS • Sage

Early Childhood Curriculum

ForEsT sChool For all
Edited by Sara Knight, Anglia Ruskin University, U.K.

Forest School is now being used with a wide range of different age groups and in many different settings, and it can 
address issues such as obesity, public health and social wellbeing. This book includes case studies that will help to 
demonstrate how to run Forest School sessions.

CONTENTS sECtIon I: nursEry and PrImary sChool BasEd ForEst sChool / Breaking through Concrete: the Emergence of Forest school in london 
/ Forest school: a Whole school approach / developing Practice and delivering a Forest school Programme for Children Identified as Gifted and talented 
/ using Forest school to make the transition to high school / sECtIon II: ForEst sChool, soCIal and EmotIonal nEEds / supporting Emotional and 
social development in Forest school with adolescents / Forest school: an alternative Curriculum / learning from Working with disaffected year ten Pupils / 
maintaining the Forest school Ethos while Working with 14- to 19-year old Boys / sECtIon III: ForEst sChool and younG PEoPlE WIth PartICular nEEds 
/ removing Barriers: Getting Children with Physical Challenges into the Woods / sEals in the Woods! / Forest school and looked-after Children / autism, 
art and nature as relational aspects of Forest school sECtIon Iv: usInG ForEst sChool stratEGICally / addicts and Forest school / Forest school for 
Families / Forest school Countywide: a norfolk Perspective / Edinburgh’s Forest school Partnership Project ‘Building local Capacity’ 

PaPerback: $42.00 • ISbN: 978-0-8570-2072-7 • ©2011 • 272 PageS •  • Sage 
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PLay aNd PracTIce IN The earLy yearS fouNdaTIoN STage
Edited by Natalie Canning, The Open University, UK
Play is an underlying theme of the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) but it is often a challenge for practitioners to 
provide a play based curriculum. This book investigates the values and beliefs that underpin play and demonstrates 
through case studies how play opportunities can be observed, planned and assessed in a meaningful context for 
the child. Organized into four sections that mirror the EYFS, this book takes you through the curriculum framework 
demonstrating how play underpins each of these principles and is the common thread that links them together.

CONTENTS Part I: a unIQuE ChIld / Case study: Playing with Cardboard Boxes / Identifying unique Qualities in Play / Celebrating Children’s 
Play Choices / Including and Enabling all Children as Individuals / Part II: PosItIvE rElatIonshIPs / Case study: Play and Family support in a 
Children’s Centre / the role of Play in supporting Positive relationships / Parental Partnerships / making Connections between home, the setting 
and Key Workers / Part III: EnaBlInG EnvIronmEnts / Case study: using Indoor and outdoor spaces / Exploring the Possibilities of the Play 
Environment / Play Environments in Practice / Inspiring Environments for Inspirational Play / Part Iv: lEarnInG and dEvEloPmEnt / Case study: 
Going to the moon / Playing and learning: Ways of Being in action / Creative Play for Flexible learning / the need to measure Play? 

PaPerback: $44.00 • ISbN: 978-1-8486-0997-6 • ©2011 • 200 PageS •  • Sage

chILdreN LearNINg ouTSIde The cLaSSroom: From Birth to Eleven
Edited by Sue Waite, University of Plymouth, U.K.

This book explores why learning beyond the classroom is important for children, and offers practical examples of 
how to improve outdoor learning experiences for all children. In the face of the increasing restriction of children’s 
outdoor experiences, it will help the reader rise to the challenge of finding creative opportunities for working across 
the curriculum through outdoor activities. Each chapter has case studies, thoughts on theory, points for practice and 
summaries to help readers digest the most important information.

CONTENTS theoretical Perspectives on learning outside the Classroom - relationships between learning and Place / Part I: Early yEars PraCtICE - 
rEaChInG out / Crawling and toddling in the outdoors - very young Children’s learning / using the local Community as Part of the Early years learning 
Environment / a time of Change: outdoor learning and Pedagogies of transition between Foundation stage and year one / Part II: lEarnInG outsIdE 
thE Classroom aCross thE CurrICulum For PrImary aGEd ChIldrEn / English and language outside the Classroom / mathematics outside the 
Classroom / science and technology outside the Classroom / understanding Places and society through history and Geography outside the Classroom 
/ the arts outside the Classroom / Physical development, health and Well-being: the role of Physical Education ‘outside’ / Part III: outsIdE thE BoX 
/ residential Centres: desirable difference? / school Gardens and Forest schools / Environmental Education in the national Park: Case studies on 
Exmoor / managed learning spaces and new Forms of learning outside the Classroom / making a difference: learning on a Grand scale 

PaPerback ISbN: 978-0-8570-2048-2 • ©2011 • 264 PageS • Sage

a deveLoPmeNTaL aPProach To educaTINg youNg chILdreN
Denise H. Daniels, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo • Patricia K. Clarkson

The early school years provide critical opportunities for children to develop foundational skills and positive attitudes toward 
learning. This first book in the Classroom Insights from Educational Psychology series gives current and prospective PreK–3 
teachers insight into how young children feel, think, and learn. It shows how current research and theory from educational 
psychology can be applied to create a child-centered learning environment and to develop best practices for instruction. 

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-8114-9 • ©2011 • 208 PageS • CorwIn

reachINg STaNdardS aNd beyoNd IN kINdergarTeN: Nurturing Children’s 
Sense of Wonder and Joy in Learning
Gera Jacobs, The University of South Dakota • Kathy Crowley, St. Agnes School

This book shows teachers how to help young children reach standards through creative play activities that ignite their 
enthusiasm to learn. The authors present assessments for measuring student progress toward standards, fresh ideas for 
developmentally appropriate practice, and tips for working with English language learners and children with special needs.

CONTENTS 1. the Importance of the Kindergarten year: Getting off to a Good start / 2. designing the Kindergarten Environment / 3. addressing standards 
through Engaging studies and authentic assessment / 4. nurturing Children’s sense of Wonder through science / 5. Fostering Involved Citizens through 
social studies / 6. Engaging young readers and Writers in the literacy-rich Kindergarten / 7. motivating mathematics / 8. Celebrating Creativity through the 
arts / 9. Promoting healthy Physical and social-Emotional development / 10. Connecting the dots: reaching standards and Beyond resources

PaPerback w/cd ISbN: 978-1-4129-5725-0 • ©2010 • 168 PageS • CorwIn

ouTdoor provIsIon In ThE Early yEars
Edited by Jan White

Written by a team of experts in the field, this book focuses on the core values of effective outdoor provision and is 
packed with ideas to try out in practice.

CONTENTS the role of Play: Play outdoors as the medium and mechanism for Well-Being, learning and development / Following Children’s 
Interests: Child-led Experiences that are meaningful and Worthwhile / adults are Essential: the roles of adults outdoors / Capturing the 
difference: the special nature of the outdoors / a responsive Environment: Creating a dynamic, versatile and Flexible Environment / offering rich 
Experiences: Contexts for Play, Exploration and talk / as long as they need: the vital role of time / achieving the Balance: Challenge, risk and 
safety / outdoor Play for Everyone: meeting the needs of Individuals / taking an active Part: Everyday Participation and Effective Consultation 

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-2309-5 • ©2011 • 136 PageS • Sage
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uNderSTaNdINg creaTIvITy IN earLy chILdhood: Meaning-Making and 
Children’s Drawing
Susan Wright, Professor of Education, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

Creativity in early childhood is an area of fascination for all those working with young children, and this text investigates 
why children create, and what their creations mean. Chapters describe the processes and depict the outcomes of 
meaning-making, and of making room for children’s voices through the open-ended activity of drawing. 

CONTENTS Creativity: meaning-making and representation / surfacing the voices of Children: the role of the Interlocutor / Intratextuality in drawing-
telling / drawing and Embodiment / Intertextuality: Borrowing with a Personal stamp / ancient Forms: new Worlds / Implications for teaching

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8478-7526-6 • ©2010 • 200 PageS • Sage

Early ChIldhood praCTICE: Froebel today
Tina Bruce, Honorary Visiting Professor at Roehampton University, U.K.
There can be little doubt that the education of the very young provides an essential foundation for all that follows, 
and the nature of that education is critical. This book locates Froebelian practice in current practice, through a wealth 
of examples from contemporary settings. Early Childhood Practice brings together contributions from distinguished 
primary and early childhood practitioners, who show how they have used educational methods advocated by Froebel. 

CONTENTS the Whole Child / Family, Community and the Wider World / the Changing of the seasons in the Child Garden / adventurous and Challenging 
Play outdoors / offering Children First hand Experiences through Forest school: relating to and learning about nature / the time-honoured Froebelian 
tradition of learning out of doors / Family songs in the Froebelian tradition / the Importance of hand and Finger rhymes: a Froebelian approach to 
Early literacy / Froebel’s mother songs today / Gifts and occupations: Froebel’s Gifts (Wooden Block Play) and occupations (Construction and Workshop 
Experiences) today / Froebelian methods in the modern World: a Case of Cooking / Bringing together Froebelian Principles and Practices

PaPerback: $42.00 • ISbN: 978-1-4462-1125-0 • ©2012 • 192 PageS •  • Sage 

play

rIsK and advEnTurE In Early yEars ouTdoor play: Learning from Forest 
Schools
Sara Knight, Anglia Ruskin University, U.K.

This book will give you the confidence to offer the children in your setting adventurous and challenging outdoor 
activities, as well as ways to utilize natural resources to their best advantage. There is clear, practical advice on what 
you need to do, which is underpinned by the theory that supports the benefits of this approach. Examples from settings 
are included, to illustrate best practice and to show how things can be achieved.

CONTENTS Introduction: Why adventure, Why risk? / Earth / Water / air / Fire / seasonal Changes / heuristic Play / natural Creativity / risk and danger

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8492-0630-3 •©2013 • 152 PageS • Sage

PLay aNd LearNINg IN The earLy yearS: From Research to Practice
Edited by Pat Broadhead, Leeds Metropolitan University, U.K. • Justine Howard, University of Swansea, 
U.K. • Elizabeth Wood, University of Sheffield, U.K.

With contributions from leading play scholars, this text brings together theory, research, policy and practice in relation 
to play and learning in early years settings.

CONTENTS developing Integrated Pedagogical approaches to Play and learning / learning to Play in a Cultural Context / Co-operative Play and 
learning from nursery to year one / ‘Born to Play’: the Biocultural roots of rough and tumble Play, and Its Impact upon young Children’s learning 
and development / Playing on the Edge: Perceptions of risk and danger in outdoor Play / Identity in young Children’s drawings: Power, agency, 
Control and transformation / supporting a Playful approach to drawing / Play Is a Complex landscape: Imagination and symbolic meanings 
/ making the most of Play in the Early years: the Importance of Children’s Perceptions / Play metacognition and self-regulation / Conclusion: 
understanding Playful learning and Playful Pedagogies: towards a new research agenda 

PaPerback: $55.00 • ISbN: 978-1-8492-0006-6 • ©2013 • 208 PageS •  • Sage

chILdreN, PLay, aNd deveLoPmeNT FourTh EdITIon

Fergus P. Hughes, University of Wisconsin-Green Bay 

The Fourth Edition of this seminal text on play discusses the relationship of play to the physical, social, intellectual, and 
emotional growth of the child. The author explores the historical, sociocultural, and ethological context of play; the role 
of development in play; and the wide range of theories that provide a framework for interpreting play.

CONTENTS Part I: thE ContEXt oF Play / 1. historical and theoretical viewpoints / 2. Ethological and Cultural Perspectives / Part II: thE 
dEvEloPmEnt oF Play / 3. the First two years of life / 4. the Preschool years: From 2 to 5 / 5. Play in later Childhood and adolescence / Part III: 
IndIvIdual dIFFErEnCEs In Play / 6. Gender differences in Play / 7. Play in special Populations / Part Iv: thE BEnEFIts oF Play / 8. Play and 
Intellectual development / 9. the social Benefits of Play / 10. the uses of Play in therapy 

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-6769-3 • ©2010 • 384 PageS • Sage
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development in Early Childhood

chILd deveLoPmeNT: An Active Learning Approach sECond EdITIon

Laura E. Levine, Central Connecticut State University • Joyce Munsch, California State University, Northridge

With its hallmark active learning approach, the second edition of this topically-organized text is the most interactive 
introduction to child development today. Dynamic learning activities in each chapter invite students to forge a personal 
connection to the latest topics shaping the field, including neuroscience, diversity, culture, play, and media. Using 
innovative pedagogy, this text reveals a wide-range of real-world applications for research and theory, creating an 
engaging learning experience that equips students with tools they can use long after the class ends. 

  Enhanced Interactive eBook: FREE when bundled with the print version!

The Interactive eBook provides your students with the identical content and page layout of the traditional printed 
book, but in a flexible electronic format. In addition, they can link directly from the “page” to video, audio, additional 
enrichment readings, and other relevant resources, bringing Child Development to life in a way that a traditional print 
text cannot. Your students also have access to study tools such as highlighting, bookmarking, note-taking, and more. 

CONTENTS Part I: understanding development: Why and how We study Children and adolescents / 1. Introduction: Issues in Child development 
/ 2. theories of development / 3. how We study Children and adolescents / Part II: Beginnings / 4. how Children develop: nature through nurture 
/ 5. Prenatal development, Birth, and the newborn / Part III: Building Blocks of development: how Children Grow / 6. Physical development: 
the Body and the Brain / 7. Cognitive development / 8. Intelligence and academic achievement / 9. language development / 10. Emotional 
development and attachment / 11. Identity: the self, Gender, and moral development / 12. social development: Parents, Peers, and Beyond / 
Part Iv: Contexts for development / 13. Play, Extracurricular activities, and media use / 14. Families / 15. health, Well-Being, and resilience

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4522-1679-9 • JuLy 2013 • 728 PageS •  •  • Sage

InTEraCITvE ebook ISbN: 978-1-4833-4677-9

prInT + eBooK BundlE IsBn: 978-1-4833-4718-9 

a ChIld’s BraIn: The Need for Nurture
Robert Sylwester, University of Oregon, Eugene

Robert Sylwester, author of 10 books, has written this volume to help parents and educators understand children’s 
cognitive development and provide suggestions on how to nurture children to their full potential. This rich resource 
helps parents and educators understand the biological, emotional, and neurological changes that occur during 
childhood so they can support children’s learning, socialization, and growth.

CONTENTS Part I: understanding Childhood / 1. nature and nurture: From Past to Present / 2. mastering movement: From Imitation to Exploration 
/ 3. Brain organization: From Input to output / 4. development and Growth: From Womb to World / Part II: nurturing Childhood / 5. nurturing: From 
unconditional love to Behavioral limits / 6. Family and Friends: From Close to loose Bonds / 7. nutrition: From necessary to nice / 8. the unexpected: From 
Joys and toys to Fears and tears / 9. Childhood Illness: From short to long term / 10. Intelligence, Creativity, and the arts: From What Is to What Could Be / 
11. home and Beyond home: From Biology to technology / 12. Preparing for adolescence: From a sheltered Childhood toward an autonomous adulthood

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-6271-1 • ©2011 • 200 PageS • CorwIn

diversity

becomINg a muLTIcuLTuraL educaTor: Developing Awareness, Gaining 
Skills, and Taking Action
William A. Howe, Connecticut State Dept. of Education • Penelope L. Lisi, Central Connecticut State University

This book is the core text for pre-service and in-service PK-12 educators in courses on multicultural education and 
diversity. Responding to the growing need for better training for teachers in how to work with a diverse population, 
increase academic achievement, and prepare students for a global workplace, it addresses how teachers can 
incorporate the knowledge they gain about other cultures into more effective classroom practice. 

CONTENTS sECtIon 1: BaCKGround / 1. multicultural Education: history, theory, and Evolution / 2. What is a multicultural Educator? a 4-step 
model / sECtIon 2: KnoWlEdGE / 3. historical Perspectives on a multicultural america / 4. Foundation Knowledge for Culturally responsive 
teaching / sECtIon 3: aWarEnEss / 5. understanding Cultural Identities and their Influence on teaching and learning / 6. developing awareness 
of others as Cultural Beings / sECtIon 4: sKIlls / 7. Curriculum development and lesson Planning / 8. Instructional strategies needed by 
multicultural Educators / 9. developing skills in language and linguistic diversity / 10. assessment that is Culturally responsive / sECtIon 5: 
aCtIon / 11. Becoming a multicultural Educator / 12. supporting diverse learners on a school Wide level

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-9805-5 • JaNuary 2013 • 432 PageS •  •  • Sage
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uNderSTaNdINg cuLTuraL dIverSITy IN The earLy yearS
Peter Baldock, Education Consultant, Sheffield, U.K. 

With an optimistic outlook, and focusing on the advantages for learning that cultural diversity can offer, the book 
discusses the concepts of culture, multi-culturalism and inter-cultural competence, and describes the principles that 
underpin good practice.

CONTENTS What Is your Culture? / multiculturalism and Its alleged Failure / the Idea of Intercultural Competence / the Background to daily 
Practice: Curriculum Guidance, discussion with Interested Parties and twinning with settings abroad / daily Practice with the Children: resources, 
sources of support, Festivals and dealing with Prejudice / the Inclusion of Children from minority Communities / the overwhelmingly White British 
setting / the setting that Is not Primarily White British

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8486-0987-7 • ©2010 • 160 PageS • Sage

assessment in Early Childhood

aSSeSSmeNT for LearNINg IN The earLy yearS fouNdaTIoN STage
Jonathan Glazzard, University of Huddersfield, U.K. • Denise Chadwick, University of Huddersfield, U.K. • 
Anne Webster, Teacher • Julie Percival, University of Huddersfield, U.K.

Throughout this book there are plenty of practical examples from a range of early years settings, with case studies for 
the birth to five year age range.

CONTENTS assessment for learning: theoretical Perspectives and leading Pedagogy / values and Principles of assessment in the Early years 
Foundation stage / Enabling Environments / Personalized learning: looking at Children holistically / listening to Children and Each other / 
Collecting meaningful Evidence / summarizing learning and development at the End of the Early years Foundation stage / Involving Parents and 
Careers as Partners in assessment / What Impacts on Children’s learning and development? / the Early years Foundation stage and beyond 

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8492-0122-3 • ©2010 • 224 PageS • Sage

uNderSTaNdINg SchemaS aNd emoTIoN IN earLy chILdhood
Cath Arnold, Pen Green Early Years Centre

The book is based on groundbreaking research focusing on the role of schemas and repeated patterns of action in 
young children’s cognitive and emotional development.

CONTENTS Early years Practitioners and Parents Engaging in Child study / Ewan: developing a ritual for separating / John: Exploring lines and 
Connecting and Coming to understand separations / Caitlin: Containing, Enveloping and transporting / Edward: Exploring ‘together and apart’ 
and moving from ‘vertical’ to ‘horizontal’ with objects / sam: Enveloping, Containing and seriating to understand separation and loss and the 
distribution of Power / susan: Containing, Enveloping and Going through Boundaries / Cara: trying to make sense of a death in her Family / the 
Inside story: an Early years Practitioner studying Children’s Emotions / Conclusions and theorizing about schemas and Emotions

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8492-0166-7 • ©2010 • 192 PageS • Sage

weLLbeINg from bIrTh
Rosemary Roberts, Author and Early Years Consultant

Essential reading for anyone studying early childhood, and for managers and practitioners working with young children 
and their families, this book is an inspirational guide to developing a framework for wellbeing from birth.

CONTENTS Part I: IntroduCInG WEllBEInG / Early Childhood matters / Wellbeing themes / Part II: thE thEory oF WEllBEInG / the aBC of 
Wellbeing / Companionable learning / Part III: EvEryday WEllBEInG / Children’s Wellbeing / all to Play for / Part Iv: InvEstInG In WEllBEInG / 
observation, assessment and Planning / Being Key Companions / When things Go Wrong / Wellbeing and Integration

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8486-0721-7 • ©2010 • 224 PageS •  • Sage
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parent/home/school relations

PreParINg educaTorS To eNgage famILIeS: Case Studies Using an 
Ecological Systems Framework ThIrd EdITIon

Heather B. Weiss, Harvard Graduate School of Education • M. Elena Lopez, Harvard Graduate School of 
Education • Holly Kreider, Sociometrics Corporation • Celina Chatman-Nelson

Constant changes in education are creating new and uncertain roles for parents and teachers that must be explored, 
identified, and negotiated. This text encourages readers to hone their analytic and problem-solving skills for use in real-world 
situations with students and their families. Organized according to Ecological Systems Theory (of the micro, meso, exo, macro, 
and chrono systems), this completely updated Third Edition presents research-based teaching cases that reflect critical 
dilemmas in family-school-community relations, especially among families for whom poverty and cultural differences are daily 
realities. The text looks at family engagement issues across the full continuum, from the early years through pre-adolescence.

CONTENTS microsystem theory: motivation to learn / microsystem theory: a developmental-Contextual Perspective / microsystem Case: supporting 
Ignacio: a mother discovers how to help her son succeed / microsystem Case: a special Education Plan for anabela: does supporting her mean 
holding her Back? / microsystem Case: my Favorite subject is lunch / mesosytem theory: social Executive Functioning / mesosystem theory: social 
Executive Functioning / mesosystem theory: the Family, school and Community relationship / mesosystem Case: lunchtime at sunnydale Elementary 
/ mesosystem Case: defining “Fine”: Communicating academic Progress to Parents / mesosystem Case: Bilingual voices and Parent Classroom 
Choice: Family Engagement in language and literacy / Exosystem theory: media in the, lives of Families with young Children / Exosystem theory: the 
accommodation model / Exosystem Case: Connections and misconnections: digital media in Family life and at school / Exosystem Case: after school 
for Cindy / Exosystem Case: Piecing it together: linking systems to support a student and Family / macrosystem theory: the Promise of Parent-school 
Partnerships for narrowing the Poverty achievement Gap / macrosystem theory: Ethnic and racial diversity / macrosystem Case: What Words don’t 
say: talking about racism / macrosystem Case: learning the shadow of violence / Chronosystem theory: Families, time, and learning / Chronosystem 
Case: Bridging Worlds: Family Engagement in the transition to Kindergarten / Chronosystem Case: tomasito is too Big to hold hands / Chronosystem 
Case: staying on the Path toward College / Chronosystem theory: Families, time, and learning / macrosystem theory: Ethnic and racial diversity / 
macrosystem Case: raising Children alone: Poverty, Welfare reform, and Family Involvement

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4522-4107-4 • ocTober 2013 • 240 PageS • Sage

home, SchooL, aNd commuNITy coLLaboraTIoN: Culturally Responsive 
Family Engagement sECond EdITIon

Kathy B. Grant, SUNY Plattsburgh • Julie A. Ray, Southeast Missouri State University

The Second Edition of this comprehensive textbook for family engagement courses uses the culturally responsive family 
support model to prepare early childhood and elementary teachers to work effectively with the diverse families of their 
students. With more than 20 contributing authors who are experts in the field representing multiple perspectives, the 
text provides information and strategies to help teachers understand, appreciate, and support diverse families, as well 
as promote classroom family engagement. 

CONTENTS sECtIon I: understanding Family Involvement: Building a Knowledge Base for Culturally responsive Family Engagement / 1. Family 
Engagement and the responsive Educator / 2. theories and models for Family Engagement in schools / 3. supporting Families as they Parent 
today’s Children / sECtIon II: appreciating Families: today’s diverse Families / 4. structurally diverse Families / 5. Culturally diverse Families / 6. 
students of Families in transition / 7. Families overcoming obstacles / 8. Families in abusive situations / section III: Family Engagement - Putting 
Knowledge and skills into action / 9. Engaging Families in their Child’s learning at school and home / 10. teacher as Family Communication 
Facilitator / 11. Working with Families of Children with Exceptional needs / 12. teacher as a Family resource and advocate / 13. schoolwide Family 
Engagement activities: Family 

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-9074-5 • ©2013 • 448 PageS •  •  • Sage 

EduCaTIonal parTnErshIps: Connecting Schools, Families, and the 
Community
Amy Cox-Petersen, California State University, Fullerton

This comprehensive text helps prepare pre-service and in-service teachers to build and sustain family, school, and 
community partnerships that are vital to student success. Focusing on grades preK–8, and with a particular emphasis 
on diverse families and learners, this book helps teachers to overcome barriers, create action plans, and sustain 
partnerships over time.

CONTENTS Part I: thE BasICs oF EduCatIonal PartnErshIPs / 1. the Importance of Educational Partnerships / 2. history of Educational 
Partnerships / 3. meeting the needs of all Children in the 21st Century / 4. the makeup of Families today: Culturally relevant strategies to Enhance 
Partnerships / Part II: BuIldInG EFFECtIvE PartnErshIPs / 5. Building Family-school Partnerships / 6. schools and Community: Working together 
and respecting diversity / 7. Partnering With Community organizations and resources / 8. Barriers to Partnerships / Part III: PlannInG For and 
sustaInInG suCCEssFul PartnErshIPs / 9. seeking and sustaining successful Partnerships / 10. Planning for Partnerships / 11. Implementing 
and sustaining successful Partnerships

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-5212-5 • ©2011 • 352 PageS •  • Sage
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emPowerINg famILy-Teacher ParTNerShIPS: Building Connections Within 
Diverse Communities
Mick Coleman, University of Georgia

This text prepares students to work collaboratively with families and community professionals in support of children’s 
early education and development. Students are invited to develop a personal philosophy of family involvement to guide 
their work with families and to join a community of learners in relying upon their collective insights and problem-solving 
skills to address family involvement challenges.

CONTENTS sECtIon I: Foundations of Family Involvement / 1. Contemporary Family lives and Early Childhood learning Environment / 2. 
developing a Guiding Philosophy of Family Involvement / 3. Benefits of Family Involvement for Children / 4. Benefits of Family Involvement for 
Families and teachers / sECtIon II: understanding Family lives in Contemporary society / 5. normed Families: single-Parent Families, stepfamilies, 
and Grandparents as Caregivers / 6. Emerging and vulnerable Families: Gay and lesbian Families and Families living in Poverty / 7. Families of 
Children with disabilities / 8. Immigrant Families and Families from nondominant Cultures: understanding the adaptation Process / 9. adopting 
a Culturally responsive approach to Family Involvement / sECtIon III: Planning for and Facilitating Family Involvement / 10. responding to the 
Challenges of Family Involvement / 11. Empowering Families through Family Involvement / 12. Creating a Welcoming Environment for Families / 
13. Communicating with Families / 14. organizing your Family Involvement Program / sECtIon Iv: Promoting the Well-Being of all Children / 15. 
Protecting Children’s health and safety

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-9232-9 • ©2013 • 416 PageS •  •  • Sage

The SchooL-home coNNecTIoN: Forging Positive Relationships With Parents
Rosemary A. Olender, Consultant • Jacquelyn Elias, Retired Speech Therapist and School Administrator • 
Rosemary D. Mastroleo, Retired Teacher

Drawing on original research and the authors’ professional experiences, this resource presents a comprehensive approach 
to developing more positive relationships with students and their families. With suggestions for cultivating a community 
network of support services and a summary of lessons for forging constructive relationships, The School-Home Connection 
is an essential tool for educators looking to strengthen the learning community and increase student achievement.

CONTENTS 1. Committing to the relationship / 2. recognizing different Personalities / 3. Identifying Potential red Flags / 4. honing solid 
Communication skills / 5. adopting Key rules / 6. using Flexibility to Enhance relationships / 7. documenting and Celebrating school Events / 8. 
Connecting home and school / 9. Cultivating resources / 10. summarizing Global lessons learned

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-6864-5 • ©2010 • 152 PageS • CorwIn

Emergent literacy

eNgagINg youNg chILdreN wITh INformaTIoNaL bookS
Helen Patrick, Purdue University • Panayota Mantzicopoulos, Purdue University

This book offers an approach to and examples of integrating language arts and science. Each chapter contains one 
or more Windows into Practice - brief descriptions or accounts by teachers of events in their classrooms; teachers’ 
narratives provide specific illustrations of principles or activities presented. The book also contains examples of teacher 
guides, children’s work samples, and supplementary materials that can be used by family members or individuals who 
provide after-school activities.

CONTENTS series Preface to Classroom Insights / 1. English language arts in the Early years of school: Priorities and Consequences / 2. do 
young Children Find Informational Books hard to understand? / 3. are young Children really Interested in Informational Books? / 4. What should I 
Consider When selecting Informational Books? / 5. how Can I use shared Informational Book reading in my Classroom to Build Children’s reading 
skills and Background Knowledge? / 6. how Can I Incoporate Writing With Informational Books? / 7. how Can Parents use Informational Books to 
support Children’s learning?

PaPerback: $26.00 • ISbN: 978-1-4129-8670-0 • ocTober 2013 • 216 PageS •  • CorwIn

dIScoverINg medIa LITeracy: Teaching Digital Media and Popular Culture in 
Elementary School
Renee Hobbs, University of Rhode Island • David Cooper Moore, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA

Developed by an acclaimed media literacy program, this innovative guide shares strategies and lesson plans that help 
children ages 5-12 become empowered and responsible communicators. Lessons focus on skills including critical 
thought, creativity, and online safety, while featuring a wide range of technologies and providing additional information 
for teacher professional development.

CONTENTS Part I. Why digital and media literacy matters / 1. digital and media literacy / 2. motivations for teaching digital and media literacy 
/ Part II. Work With Intermediate students / 3. Connecting Culture and Classroom / 4. asking Questions about media and Popular Culture / 5. 
making media / 6. Everything Is social / Part III. Work With Primary Children in Grades K-2 / 7. media literacy for young learners / 8. authors and 
audiences / Part Iv. approaches to teacher Education / 9. transforming Practice / Part v. Extras / resource a. learning targets for digital and media 
literacy With young learners / resource B. Glossary for Kids / resource C. Glossary of Concepts / resource d. about the PvK Instructors

PaPerback: $31.00 • ISbN: 978-1-4522-0563-2 • JuLy 2013 • 256 PageS •  • CorwIn
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LearNINg To wrITe aNd LovINg IT! PreSchooL–kINdergarTeN
Miriam P. Trehearne

This book equips teachers of young children with research-based practical strategies, assessment tools, and motivating 
writing activities that are easily applicable to all learning environments.

CONTENTS 1. literacy learning in Preschool and Kindergarten / 2. research on Writing in Preschool and Kindergarten / 3. assessing Writing in 
Preschool and Kindergarten / 4. Effective Instructional approaches / 5. Writing Workshop / 6. Writing in Fiction and nonfiction Genres / 7. Writing 
songs and Poetry / 8. Play Plans Before and after Centers / 9. Writing messages and using Interactive Journals

PaPerback w/cd • ISbN: 978-1-4522-0313-3 • ©2011 • 272 PageS • CorwIn

TeachINg earLy readINg aNd PhoNIcS: Creative Approaches to Early 
Literacy
Kathy Goouch, Canterbury Christ Church University, U.K. • Andrew Lambirth, University of Greenwich, U.K.

This book provides a critical and reflective look at approaches to teaching reading, and phonics in particular, which 
will help new teachers evaluate a range of methods and be able to choose relevant strategies to suit their settings and 
individual pupils.

CONTENTS sensible approaches to the teaching of reading / Critical Contexts / the role of the teacher / Knowledge for reading / Environments 
for reading / resources for reading / reading routines / talk, reading and Writing / assessment of reading / Conclusions: Principles and Practice

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8492-0422-4 • ©2011 • 144 PageS • Sage

PreveNTINg mISguIded readINg: New Strategies for Guided Reading 
Teachers
Jan Miller Burkins, University of Georgia and Literacy and Coaching Consultant • Melody Croft, Reading 
Specialist and Reading Recovery Teacher

Burkins and Croft help teachers prevent guided reading from going astray by presenting strategies, adaptations, and 
supports that help them work through common instructional problems.

CONTENTS 1. reframing the Gradual release of responsibility / 2. revisiting Instructional reading level / 3. reconsidering text Gradients / 4. 
realigning With Balanced Instruction / 5. recommitting to Integrated Processing / 6. redesigning literacy assessment

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-9279-4 • ©2010 • 160 PageS • CorwIn

language development

INTroducTIoN To LaNguage deveLoPmeNT
Shelia M. Kennison, Oklahoma State University

There are between 4,000 and 6,000 languages remaining in the world and the characteristics of these languages vary 
widely. How could an infant born today master any language in the world, regardless of the language’s characteristics? 
Shelia M. Kennison answers this question through a comprehensive introduction to language development, taking 
a unique perspective that spans the period before birth through old age. The text offers in-depth discussions on key 
topics, including: the biological basis of language, perceptual development, grammatical development, development of 
lexical knowledge, social aspects of language, bilingualism, the effect of language on thought, cognitive processing in 
language production and comprehension, language-related delays and disorders, and language late in life. 

CONTENTS 1. language and language development / 2. Biological Basis of language / 3. the First 24 months / 4. Grammatical development 
/ 5. the lexicon / 6. social aspects of language / 7. life With more than one language / 8. language and thought / 9. Planning speech From 
thought to articulation / 10. language Comprehension / 11. language during the school years / 12. language across the lifespan

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-9606-8 • JuLy 2013 • 496 PageS •  • Sage

more wrITe daNce: Extending Development of Write Dance for Children age 
5-9 sECond EdITIon

Ragnhild Oussoren, Education Trainer

Write Dance is a lively, innovative, and above all, fun approach to developing prewriting and writing skills using 
movement. More Write Dance uses music, instructions and illustrations to help teachers guide children on how to 
refine and develop their drawings to achieve fluent letter strings.

CONTENTS Foundation movements and letter Groups / Exercises: Preparatory and supporting / Write drawing and Breathing / Exercises: 
rounded and straight / Eight Write dance Cartoon Figures / the Writing Posture rhyme / Writing sheets and (sound) Words / letters a to Z / 
Capitals / numbers / music drawings

PaPerback: $53.00 • ISbN: 978-1-4462-0113-8 •  ©2012 • 160 PageS •  • Sage
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youNg chILdreN readINg: At home and at school
Rachael Levy, University of Sheffield, U.K.

Developing and supporting literacy is an absolute priority for all early years settings and primary schools. By presenting 
extensive research evidence, Rachael Levy shows how some of our tried and tested approaches to teaching reading 
may be counter-productive, and are causing some young children to lose confidence in their abilities as readers. This 
book encourages the reader to reflect critically on the current reading curriculum, and to consider ways in which their 
own practice can be developed to match the changing literacy landscape of the 21st century.

CONTENTS 1. Becoming a reader in a digital age / 2. Children’s Perceptions of reading: defining ‘reading’ in the nursery / 3. Children’s 
Perceptions of reading: defining ‘reading’ in reception / 4. Perceived uses and affordances of Book texts / 5. reading in multidimensional Forms 
/ 6. What reading means at home and at school / 7. From research to Practice

PaPerback ISbN: 978-0-8570-2991-1 • ©2012 • 176 PageS • Sage

chILd LaNguage: Acquisition and Development
Matthew Saxton, University of London, U.K.

This text presents the latest thinking and research on how children acquire or develop their first language, written and 
developed in a manner that will be stimulating and interesting for a range of undergraduate students.

CONTENTS landmarks in the landscape of Child language / Can animals acquire human language? shakespeare’s typewriter / the Critical 
Period hypothesis: now or never? / Input and Interaction: tutorials for toddlers / language in the First year: Breaking the sound Barrier / the 
developing lexicon: What’s in a name? / the acquisition of morphology: linguistic lego / linguistic nativism: to the Grammar Born / the usage-
Based approach: making It up as you Go along / you say nature, I say nurture: Better Call the Calling off off

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-0232-8 • ©2010 • 344 PageS • Sage

eSSeNTIaLS of LITeracy from 0-7: A Whole-Child Approach to 
Communication, Language and Literacy sECond EdITIon

Tina Bruce, Honorary Visiting Professor at Roehampton University, U.K. • Jenny Spratt, Peterborough City 
Council, U.K.

In this new edition the authors guide readers in understanding child development. They highlight the need for those 
who work with young children to become reflective practitioners. Through a focus on the introduction of nursery rhymes, 
finger rhymes, action songs and poetry cards, the authors provide a gentle, child-friendly way to develop literacy 0-7.

CONTENTS Introducing the Essentials of Communication, language and literacy / observing Children in an Enabling Environment / Parent/Baby songs / Finger 
rhymes / mark-making and Writing / action songs: on the spot / action songs: moving around / nursery rhymes / Poetry Cards: mapping sounds onto letters

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8492-0599-3 • ©2012 • 184 PageS • Sage

CrEaTIvE ways To TEaCh lITEraCy: Ideas for Children aged 3 to 11
Edited by Virginia Bower, Canterbury Christ Church University, U.K.

Covering the essential areas of practice, this book suggests ways to make your literacy teaching as creative and engaging 
as possible. Sections advise on teaching narrative, poetry and non-fiction, and each chapter contains case studies and 
ideas to try out in practice. Written for teachers working with children aged 3-11 years, and specifically aimed at those with 
responsibility for literacy, this book gives you the opportunity to develop children’s literacy in enjoyable and interesting ways.

CONTENTS Part I: narratIvE / Enhancing Children’s Writing / an Exploration of traditional tales / Writing from Experience / Part II: PoEtry / 
Playground Games as a Foundation for literacy lessons / using Poetic Form: an approach to Poetry Writing in the Primary Classroom / Poetry is 
slamming: different Ways to Perform Poetry in Primary schools / Part III: non-FICtIon / Inspiring and Enthusing Children as readers and Writers 
of non-Fiction / lights, Camera, action...take 9! / Enhancing Children’s language acquisition and development through non-Fiction 

PaPerback ISbN: 978-0-8570-2046-8 • ©2012 • 120 PageS • Sage

LaNguage deveLoPmeNT: Understanding Language Diversity in the Classroom
Edited by Sandra Levey, Lehman College-CUNY • Susan Polirstok, Kean University

This text prepares educators to appreciate and understand how language development can affect learning and to develop 
strategies for working with students with language differences and disorders. Classroom examples and case studies are 
integrated throughout to illustrate some of the most common speech and language behaviors found in classrooms. This book 
helps teachers gain a deeper understanding of cultural language differences and how they may affect English language learners.

CONTENTS an Introduction to language and learning / theories and Explanations of language development / hearing and listening skills / the 
Impact of hearing loss on speech and language development / the Production of speech sounds / the role of the Brain in speech and language 
/ language development from Birth to age three / language development from ages three to Five / language development from age six through 
adolescence / supporting the development of literacy skills from Infancy through school-age / Educational Implications of narrative discourse / 
african american English in the Classroom / Bilingual language acquisition and learning / Bilingual speech sound development and disorders / 
Fostering teacher and Family Partnership in the development of language and literacy 

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-7407-3 • ©2011 • 384 PageS •  •  • Sage
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uSINg TaLk To SuPPorT wrITINg
Ros Fisher, University of Exeter, U.K. • Susan Jones, Educational Consultant • Shirley Larkin, University 
of Exeter, U.K. • Debra Myhill, University of Exeter, U.K.

This text presents an innovative approach to the teaching of early writing. Set within the context of national concern 
for achievement in the development of writing ability, the authors address the gap in understanding early teaching and 
focuses on the exploration of the talk and writing interface.

CONTENTS Classroom Poster / learning to Write / Exploring Classroom talk through action research / talk to Generate Ideas / Writing aloud: 
the role of oral rehearsal / talk into Writing / talk for reflecting on Writing / talking about Writing: What the Children told us / managing talk for 
Writing in the Classroom / my Favourite lesson

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8492-0144-5 • ©2011 • 200 PageS •  • Sage

LaNguage & LITeracy IN The earLy yearS 0-7 FourTh EdITIon

Marian R Whitehead, Independent Consultant

This book provides an accessible account of modern linguistics and makes clear links between theory and practice. It 
offers ample guidance and many examples.

CONTENTS Part I: lanGuaGE and lEarnInG / linguistics: the study of language / sociolinguistics: language and Cultures / Psycholinguistics: Early 
language acquisition / Psycholinguistics: language and thinking / the Early years Practitioner and Knowledge about language / Part II: lItEraCy / 
narrative and storying / Books and the World of literature / Early representation and Emerging Writing / the Early years Practitioner and literacy

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8492-0008-0 • ©2010 • 264 PageS • Sage

early childhood math

uNcoverINg STudeNT ThINkINg abouT maThemaTIcS IN The commoN 
core, gradeS k–2: 20 Formative Assessment Probes
Cheryl Rose Tobey, Education Development Center, Newton, MA • Emily R. Fagan, Education Development 
Center, Newton, MA

Tobey and Fagan bring you 20 new assessment probes, this time specifically for Grades K–2 and directly aligned to 
the Common Core. Uncover learners’ common mistakes, build on children’s current understandings, make sound 
instructional decisions, and improve K–2 math skills—all are within easy reach with this essential guide!

CONTENTS 1. mathematics assessment Probes / 2. Counting and Cardinality Probes / 3. number and operations in Base ten Probes / 4. operations 
and algebraic thinking Probes / 5. measurement and data Probes / 6. Geometry Probes / 7. additional Considerations / appendix a. Information on the 
standards for mathematical Practice / appendix B. developing assessment Probes / appendix C. action research reflection template: QuEst Cycle

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4522-3003-0 • JuNe 2013 • 240 PageS • CorwIn

PLaNTINg The SeedS of aLgebra, Prek-2: Explorations for the Early Grades
Monica Neagoy, M.N. Mathematics Consulting

Algebra is the gateway to higher education, and preparing students to grasp algebraic concepts increases their 
opportunities to succeed. This book shows teachers how to create a strong foundation in algebra for very young 
children. Using in-depth math “explorations,” the author unpacks—step by step—the hidden connections to higher 
algebra. She helps teachers foster mathematical habits of mind in students such as critical thinking, problem solving, 
adaptability, agility, communication, curiosity, and imagination. Growth in these ways of thinking and doing will transfer 
to other areas of education and life—raising the bar and challenging students to aspire.

CONTENTS Exploration I / 1. making 7 - the lesson (Grades Pre-K-K) / 2. Behind making 7 - algebra Connections for all / 3. Beyond making 7 - more 
Problems to Explore / Exploration II: subtraction: more than Just “take away” / 4. sticker stickler - the lesson (Grades 1-2) / 5. Behind sticker stickler 
- algebra Connections / 6. Beyond sticker stickler - more Problems to Explore / Exploration III: Patterns and Functions: What’s the Connection? / 7. 
Patterns of Cubes - the lesson (Grade 2) / 8. Behind Patterns of Cubes - algebra Connections For all / 9. Beyond Patterns of Cubes - more Problems to 
Explore / Exploration Iv: odd and Even numbers: Beyond the last-digit rule / 10. double deckers - a math-night Presentation (Gr. K-1)

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-9660-0 • ©2012 • 208 PageS •  • CorwIn

maThemaTIcS Through PLay IN The earLy yearS sECond EdITIon

Kate Tucker, Early Years Teacher and Trainer, Exeter

Teaching mathematics to young children in creative ways is made easy with this Second Edition of a wonderful book, 
which shows readers how to introduce mathematical concepts through play-based activities.

CONTENTS Why Play? / Creating and using a mathematical Environment / Creative recording and mathematical Graphics / Counting and using 
number / Pattern / shape and space / measurement / Planning, organizing and assessing Independent Play / Parents as Partners: Involving 
Parents in mathematics and Play

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8486-0884-9 • ©2010 • 172 PageS • Sage
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TeachINg Number: Advancing Children’s Skills and Strategies sECond EdITIon

Robert J Wright, Southern Cross University, Australia • Garry Stanger, New South Wales Department 
of Education & Training, Australia • Ann K Stafford, Mathematics Recovery, South Carolina • James 
Martland, University of Liverpool, U.K.

This book lets teachers identify where their students are in terms of number skills, and sets out a strategy for 
developing their knowledge. The authors show how to advance children’s learning across five stages of early 
arithmetical learning - emergent, perceptual, figurative, initial number, and facile number.

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-2185-5 • ©2006 • 264 PageS •  • Sage

Early Childhood social skills

cIrcLe TIme for The very youNg ThIrd EdITIon

Margaret Collins, Educational Consultant, Southampton

Circle Time is used to help form positive relationships, increase confidence and self-esteem and provide a safe 
environment to explore feelings and opinions. This text has been used by teachers and practitioners alike for the last 
ten years! Now in its Third Edition, this book has been fully updated and includes a CD Rom to help you with Circle 
Time in your early years setting. 

CONTENTS Introduction / how to use this Book / a Framework for Circle time / PshE in Circle time / Working with younger (3-6 years) and older 
(6-9 years) Children / the structure for Circle times in this Book / theme 1: Friends and Friendships / theme 2: Growing and Growing up / theme 
3: Keeping safe / theme 4: self-Esteem / theme 5: Keeping healthy / theme 6: Feelings and Persuasion / theme 7: Citizenship / theme 8: loss, 
Grief and separation / using Children’s literature / resources

PaPerback w/cd ISbN: 978-0-8570-2424-4 • ©2012 • 192 PageS •  •  • Sage

makINg frIeNdS, Prek–3: A Social Skills Program for Inclusive Settings 
sECond EdITIon

Ruth Herron Ross • Beth Roberts-Pacchione, both at Wanna Play Program Inc.

Set students on a path to success with this newly-titled revision of the popular Wanna Play. 

CONTENTS Introduction: Welcome to the Wanna Play Program / Guidelines for Curriculum success / how to use this Book / social Interaction 
Checklist / unit 1. discovering social skills / unit 2. using appropriate Eye Contact for Interaction / unit 3. social skills for Interacting With Friends 
/ unit 4. appropriate Body Behavior / unit 5. appropriate Emotional Behavior / unit 6. appropriate Behavior in a Group / unit 7. Playing Games

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-8113-2 • ©2011 • 232 PageS • CorwIn

special Education in Early Childhood

InClusIon In ThE Early yEars sECond EdITIon

Cathy Nutbrown, University of Sheffield, U.K. • Peter Clough, University of Sheffield, U.K. • Frances 
Atherton, Chester University, U.K.

This insightful text shows how practices in a range of early years settings can be influenced by the attitudes and 
responses of adults in those settings. The authors argue for a broad definition of inclusion, not limited to those with 
learning difficulties or impairment, but addressing factors affecting all members of the learning community. The book 
presents a number of original stories (generated from a recent research project carried out by the authors) of how the 
lives of practitioners, parents and children have been affected by inclusive and non-inclusive practices. 

CONTENTS Politics and Policies of Inclusion / Cultures of Inclusion in the Early years / Key studies on special Education needs / defining 
Inclusion / thinking Inclusion / talking Inclusion / Including Children / Including Parents / Including staff / Including: the Future?

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4462-0323-1 • aPrIL 2013 • 208 PageS • Sage

spECIal nEEds and Early yEars: A Practitioner Guide ThIrd EdITIon

Kate Wall, University of Chichester, U.K.

In the Third Edition of this influential textbook, Kate Wall blends theory and practice with an informative and highly 
accessible writing style to provide a detailed analysis of provision for young children with additional needs.

CONTENTS legislation and Policy / Families of Children with special needs / Partnerships with Parents / responding to the affective needs of 
young Children / observation and assessment / Programmes of Intervention / Interagency Working / Inclusive Education for young Children / Key 
Issues for Consideration

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8492-0133-9 • ©2011 • 264 PageS •  • Sage
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behavior management

comPreheNSIve behavIor maNagemeNT: Individualized, Classroom, and 
Schoolwide Approaches sECond EdITIon

Ronald C. Martella, Eastern Washington University • J. Ron Nelson, University of Nebraska, Lincoln • 
Nancy E. Marchand-Martella, Eastern Washington University • Mark O’Reilly, University of Texas at Austin
This text supports teachers in preventing management problems and responding to unwanted behavior when it occurs in 
classrooms. It offers a comprehensive presentation of three levels of behavior management strategies: individual, classroom, 
and schoolwide, all three of which contribute to a positive learning environment. A social learning emphasis in which human 
behavior is viewed within an ecological framework is integrated throughout the text. Application of this information is supported by 
a range of pedagogical devices such as vignettes, examples, strategies, and activities to show teachers how to manage behavior 
effectively. The analysis and applications in this text cover both general education and special education strategies. 

CONTENTS Part I: Introduction to Behavior management / 1. Behavior management models / 2. the Foundations of Behavior management / 
Part II: Individualized supports / 3. Pinpointing and tracking a Behavior Problem / 4. Functional Behavior assessments and Behavior support 
Plans / 5. Increasing desirable Behaviors / 6. decreasing undesirable Behaviors / Part III: Classroom supports / 7. Preliminary Considerations 
/ 8. Instructional variables / Part Iv: schoolWide supports / 9. school safety / 10. schoolwide Positive Behavior Intervention and support / 11. 
Evidence-Based Interventions and Programs / 12. response to Intervention (rtI) and sWPBIs models

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-8827-8 • ©2012 • 456 PageS •  •  • Sage

a QuIck guIde To behavIour maNagemeNT IN The earLy yearS
Emily Bullock, Teacher, International School • Simon Brownhill, University of Cambridge, U.K.

Managing the behavior of young children can be a real challenge, and this book provides you with 100 tried and tested 
ideas for the long, medium, and short term. It tells you how to select and adopt the right approach, how to analyze, 
reflect on, and modify your own practice to ensure that you are consistent, fair, and that positive behavior develops.

CONTENTS teachers’/Practitioners’ management strategies / teachers/Practitioners and Child management resources / ‘handy’ Behaviour 
management strategies / Personal Behaviour management / Communicating Behaviour resources / structures and approaches / ‘timed’ 
management strategies / Influential management strategies / reflective resources / rewarding Good Behaviour

PaPerback ISbN: 978-0-8570-2165-6 • ©2012 • 136 PageS • Sage

administration & Program development

polICy IssuEs In ThE Early yEars
Linda Miller, The Open University, U.K. • Denise Hevey, University of Northampton, U.K.

In the last decade there have been substantial developments in the field of Early Years Education and Care, and this book 
provides a unique and critical insight into some of the most significant issues affecting Early Years policy. Chapters are written 
by leading authorities and researchers in the field and draw on current research, address key debates and offer international 
perspectives. Each chapter draws attention to key themes and issues in Early Years theory, policy and practice. 

CONTENTS Introduction: Critical Perspectives on Early years Policy-making / Part I: PovErty, soCIal dIsadvantaGE and younG ChIldrEn / 
Poverty, disadvantage and social Exclusion / Closing the Gap: Policy into action / Promoting Infant mental health: a Public health Priority / Part 
II: EvIdEnCE-BasEd IntErvEntIons In Early yEars / Enhancing Potential in Children (EPIC) / safeguarding, Well-Being and universal services: 
a Case study of scotland / Parenting Policies and skills strategies in the united Kingdom / Play as a Foundation for learning? the rhetoric 
and reality of the national strategy for Early Education and assessment in England / Part III: marKEtIZatIon and dEmoCratIZatIon / making 
democracy a Fundamental value in Early Childhood Education and Care (ECEC) - meaning What? / marketization of Early years and Childcare 
services / Early years services as a vehicle for democratization: Issa’s Experience in supporting Practitioners’ Professional development, Building 
Partnerships and Influencing systems / Conclusion / Critical Perspectives on Policy Implementation

PaPerback ISbN: 978-0-8570-2963-8 • ©2013 • 200 PageS • Sage

ImPLemeNTINg QuaLITy ImProvemeNT & chaNge IN The earLy yearS
Edited by Michael Reed, University of Worcester, U.K. • Natalie Canning, The Open University, U.K.

By examining issues surrounding quality improvement, the importance of reflective practice and the attributes required in 
the workplace to effect change and leadership, this book provides a contemporary view of practice. Chapters focus on how 
settings can improve quality experiences for young children and how to implement strategies that lead to quality improvement. 

CONTENTS Part I: QualIty ImProvEmEnt: ProCEss or ProduCt? / What do We mean by Quality and Quality Improvement? / Childminding: 
an Essential Part of Quality Childcare in the Community Quality Improvement: Integrated Working / reflective Practice is the Key to Quality 
Improvement / Part II: QualIty ImProvEmEnt In aCtIon / Exploring the Concept of Quality Play / now We’ve Got It, how do we Know it’s Working? 
Evaluating the Quality Impact of technology in the Early years / Improving Quality: do not Forget Creativity / Part III: QualIty ImProvEmEnt - 
ProFEssIonal PraCtICE / Quality matters because Quality Protects / ‘Go softly...’ : the reality of ‘leading Practice’ in Early years settings / Parents 
and Practitioners: Improving Quality / Improving Quality in the Early years, starting with the student Experience 

PaPerback ISbN: 978-0-8570-2169-4 • ©2012 • 216 PageS • Sage
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exTeNdINg ProfeSSIoNaL PracTIce IN The earLy yearS
Edited by Linda Miller • Carrie Cable • Rose Drury, all at The Open University, U.K.

Encouraging readers to take a critical stance in relation to a variety of themes and issues, this book is aimed at early 
years practitioners engaged in on-going learning and working in a diverse range of settings. Throughout the text, authors 
reflect common concerns such as the rights of children, diversity, and a more holistic approach to working with young 
children, and highlight key research in the field.

CONTENTS Part I: lIstEnInG to ChIldrEn / Part II: dIvErsIty and transItIons / Part III: PEdaGoGy and PraCtICE / Part Iv: lEadErshIP 
and ChanGE

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4462-0752-9 • ©2012 • 336 PageS • Sage

LeadINg aNd maNagINg IN The earLy yearS sECond EdITIon

Carol Aubrey, University of Warwick, U.K.

This Second Edition explores and integrates leadership and management practice with a real understanding of early 
years settings.

CONTENTS 1. the Early Childhood leaders’ agenda / 2. leadership in English Early Childhood Education and Care / 3. Practitioners’ 
understandings of Early Childhood leadership / 4. Early Childhood leaders’ Work / 5. ‘I don’t like the Idea of making a Profit … Exploiting those on 
low Wages’ / 6. Journeys Into leadership / 7. mentoring as a leadership strategy / 8. the Challenge of leading multi-agency teams / 9. leading in 
a time of Change / 10. reflective Practice and action learning / 11. reflections

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8492-0755-3 • ©2012 • 240 PageS • Sage

INTegraTed chILdreN’S ServIceS
John M. Davis, University of Edinburgh, U.K.

This book looks at how children’s services can work together more effectively; by taking an approach that is grounded 
in research, the book engages critically with both the benefits and the pitfalls of integrated working. The book 
encourages the reader to reflect on their own background and how this influences their view of specific children, 
families and fellow professionals, as well as their own practice.

CONTENTS defining Integration: What are the different approaches? / Integrated Early years services: Co-location, roles and development 
/ Integrated Children’s services and Ethnicity / strategic Planning of Integrated Child and adolescent mental health services / Participation, 
disabled young People and Integrated Children’s services / analysing Participation in local authorities: a Politically nuanced holistic approach / 
Conceptual Integration in Children’s services

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8492-0731-7 • ©2012 • 160 PageS • Sage

achIevINg ouTSTaNdINg oN your TeachINg PLacemeNT: Early Years and 
Primary School-based Training
Jonathan Glazzard, University of Huddersfield, U.K. • Jane Stokoe, Teacher

With a focus on practical, this book provides essential guidance on how to translate the ‘outstanding’ criteria into 
practice. Packed with case studies, practical tasks and links to the (QTS) standards, the authors break down the 
OfSTED criteria so that you can identify the skills and knowledge you need to make the most of your placements.

CONTENTS outstanding Professional attributes / table of acronyms / Glossary of Key terms / Introduction / Professional attributes / Professional 
Knowledge and understanding / Planning for teaching and learning / outstanding teaching / assessment for learning / team Work / Classroom 
management / Pursuing your own Professional development / organising your Files / Going Beyond the standards / developing your own 
Professional Identity

PaPerback ISbN: 978-0-8570-2527-2 • ©2012 • 200 PageS • Sage

TheorIeS aNd aPProacheS To LearNINg IN The earLy yearS
Edited by Linda Miller, The Open University, U.K. • Linda Pound, Education Consultant

By focusing on key figures in early years education and care, this book considers the influential thinkers and ground-
breaking approaches that have revolutionized practice. With contributions from the leading authorities and researchers 
in the field, it provides an explanation of the approach, an analysis of the theoretical background, case studies from 
practice and questions and discussion points to facilitate critical thinking.

CONTENTS Part I: thEorEtICal and analytICal PosItIons / not Just the tip of the Iceberg: Psychoanalytic Ideas and Early years Practice 
/ Postmodern and Post-structuralist Perspectives on Early Childhood Education / Part II: FoundatIonal thEorIEs / Froebel today / maria 
montessori in the united Kingdom 100 years on / steiner Waldorf Early Childhood Education: offering a Curriculum for the 21st Century / Part III: 
ContEmPorary thEorIEs / the highscope approach / the Wisdom of vivian Gussin Paley / Forest schools in the Early years / relationships with 
People, Places and things: te Whãriki / Critical Issues

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8492-0578-8 • ©2011 • 192 PageS • Sage
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makINg a dIffereNce: 10 Essential Steps to Building a PreK-3 System
Linda Sullivan-Dudzic • Donna K. Gearns • Kelli Leavell

Drawing on more than 20 years’ success with a PreK–3 system in Washington state, the authors present a 10-step, 
field-tested model that demonstrates how early childhood professionals and K–12 school leaders can outline a clear 
implementation plan for an integrated PreK–3 system.

CONTENTS 1. Establishing need and Common Interests / 2. locate and Connect With your Early Childhood learning Environments / 3. develop 
a leadership Group / 4. high Quality Professional development / 5. Connect and align Quality PreK to Kindergarten / 6. maximize the Benefits of 
Full-day Kindergarten / 7. align and Connect Full-day Kindergarten With Grades 1-3 / 8. Conquer the Fade out / 9. Create a sustainable system of 
support / 10. review, revise, and Extend

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-7423-3 • ©2010 • 184 PageS • CorwIn 

ProfeSSIoNaLIzaTIoN, LeaderShIP aNd maNagemeNT IN The earLy 
yEars
Edited by Linda Miller and Carrie Cable, both at The Open University, U.K.

By leading authors in the field, this book in a new series offers critical and reflective treatment of a core early years 
topic which is covered by every early childhood course.

CONTENTS the Changing Face of Professionalism in the Early years / Part I: lEadInG, manaGInG and nEW ProFEssIonal IdEntItIEs / leading 
and managing in the Early years / Challenging Identities: a Case for leadership / Early years Professionalism: Issues, Challenges and opportunities 
/ Child Care Practitioners and the Process of Professionalization / Working in multidisciplinary teams / Part II: toWards a nEW ProFEssIonalIsm 
In thE Early yEars / Constructions of Professional Identity / Contested Constructions of Professionalism within the nursery / Where are the men? 
a Critical discussion of male absence in the Early years / towards Professionalism / a new Professionalism 

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8492-0554-2 • ©2011 • 184 PageS • Sage

muLTI-ageNcy workINg IN The earLy yearS: Challenges and Opportunities
Michael Gasper, Educational Consultant and Researcher

Getting multi-agency working right is an exciting but challenging goal in early years care and education. This book 
suggests ways to draw together the different professional ideas, methods, and targets.

CONTENTS What is Partnership Working, Where did it Come From and Why is it Important? / the models and Principles that Form the Basis of 
Partnership Working in Practice / developments in Partnership Working / Partnership Working in Practice / Why Partnership Working matters / 
leadership and management Issues in multi-agency settings / the ‘new Professionals’

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-8478-7528-0 • ©2011 • 176 PageS • Sage

research methods in education

EduCaTIonal rEsEarCh: Quantitative, Qualitative, and Mixed Approaches 
FIFTh EdITIon

Burke Johnson, University of South Alabama • Larry Christensen, University of South Alabama

Assuming no prior knowledge, this comprehensive and friendly introductory research methods textbook gives upper-
level undergraduate and graduate students an understanding of the multiple research methods and strategies—
including qualitative, quantitative, and action research, as well as mixed methods inquiry—used in education and 
related fields. Authors Burke Johnson and Larry Christensen expertly teach students how to: read and critically evaluate 
published research; write a proposal, construct a questionnaire, and conduct an empirical research study on their own; 
and ultimately write up their results in a research report using APA style. 

CONTENTS Part I: Introduction / 1. Introduction to Educational research / 2. Quantitative, Qualitative, and mixed research / 3. action research 
for lifelong learning / Part II: Planning the research study / 4. how to review the literature and develop research Questions / 5. how to Write a 
research Proposal / 6. research Ethics / Part III: Foundations of research / 7. standardized measurement and assessment / 8. how to Construct 
a Questionnaire / 9. methods of data Collection / 10. sampling in Quantitative, Qualitative, and mixed research / 11. validity of research results 
in Quantitative, Qualitative, and mixed research / Part Iv: selecting a research method / section a: Quantitative research methods: Five major 
approaches / 12. Experimental research: Weak and strong designs / 13. Quasi-Experimental and single-Case designs / 14. nonexperimental 
Quantitative research / section B: Qualitative research methods: six major approaches / 15. narrative, Phenomenology, and Case study by d. Jean 
Clandinin and Burke Johnson / 16. Phenomenology, Ethnography, and Grounded theory / 17. historical research / section C: mixed methods research: 
many Possibilities / 18. mixed research / Part v: analyzing the data / 19. descriptive statistics / 20. Inferential statistics / 21. data analysis in 
Qualitative and mixed research / Part vI: Writing the research report / 22. how to Prepare a research report and use aPa style Guidelines 

hardcover ISbN: 978-1-4522-4440-2 • November 2013 •  656 PageS •  • Sage
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aCTIon rEsEarCh: Improving Schools and Empowering Educators FourTh EdITIon

Craig A. Mertler, Lynn University

This fully updated edition of Craig Mertler’s proven text introduces practicing educators to the process of conducting 
classroom-based action research. Practical and comprehensive, the book focuses on research methods and 
procedures that educators can use with their everyday instructional practices, classroom activities, and school 
procedures. Emphasizing the integration of professional reflection throughout the process and action research as 
job-embedded professional development, Mertler provides insightful coverage of the knowledge and skills needed to 
design research studies, conduct research, and communicate findings to relevant stakeholders and interested parties. 
This Fourth Edition adds coverage of high-interest topics, such as teacher empowerment and evaluation, Google 
Scholar, mixed-methods research designs, ethics, and much more.  

CONTENTS Part I. “What Is action research?” / Introduction to action research / overview of the action research Process / Part II. “how do I Begin 
my action research study?” / Planning for action research / developing a research Plan / Part III. “What do I do With all these data?” / Collecting 
data / analyzing data / Part Iv. “I’ve Got results!?.?.?.?now What?” / developing an action Plan / sharing and reflecting / Writing up action research 

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4522-4442-6 • SePTember 2013 • 360 PageS •  • Sage

QuanTITaTIvE rEsEarCh For ThE QualITaTIvE rEsEarChEr
Laura M. O’Dwyer, Boston College • James A. Bernauer, Robert Morris University

This concise, supplemental text provides qualitatively oriented students and researchers with the requisite skills for 
conducting quantitative research. Throughout the book, authors Laura M. O’Dwyer and James A. Bernauer provide ample 
support and guidance to prepare readers both cognitively and attitudinally to conduct high quality research in the 
quantitative tradition. Highlighting the complementary nature of quantitative and qualitative research, they effectively 
explain the fundamental structure and purposes of design, measurement, and statistics within the framework of a research 
report, (including a dissertation). The text encourages the reader to see quantitative methodology for what it is a process 
for systematically discovering new knowledge that can help describe, explain, and predict the world around us. 

CONTENTS sECtIon I: an overview of research in the social sciences: Qualitative meets Quantitative / 1. understanding the Purpose of research 
in the Qualitative and Quantitative traditions / 2. an overview of the Qualitative tradition and Connections to the Quantitative tradition / 3. overview 
of research in the Quantitative tradition / sECtIon II: the sine Qua non for Conducting research in the Quantitative tradition / 4. Choosing research 
Participants and making Generalizations: sampling and External validity / 5. measurement and Instrumentation in Quantitative research / 6. 
minimizing alternative Explanations for research Findings: Internal validity / sECtIon III: research design and data analysis in the Quantitative tradition 
/ 7. non-Experimental research designs / 8. Experimental research designs / 9. descriptive analyses for data Generated by Quantitative research / 
10. Inferential analyses for data Generated by Quantitative research / 11. the Complementary natures of Quantitative and Qualitative research

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-9779-9 •JuLy 2013 •328 PageS •  • Sage

rEsEarCh In Early ChIldhood
Andrea Nolan, Victoria University, Australia • Kym Macfarlane, Griffith University, Australia • Jennifer 
Cartmel, Griffith University, Australia

In this innovative guide to research in early childhood, the research process is presented as a journey and this book is 
your roadmap. The authors take you step-by-step through the practical considerations and complexities of undertaking 
research with young children featuring the real-world research journeys of two student researchers. Their authentic 
stories describe the emotions, challenges and moments of exhilaration involved in completing a research project.

CONTENTS Why Become Involved in research in Early Childhood?  / orientation: ‘It’s like another language’  / Exploring and theorizing 
Perspectives  / Beginning the research Journey: determining your Point of departure  / Knowing What has Gone before: reviewing the literature  
/ Guiding the research Journey: Ethical Considerations  / moving along Qualitative methodological pathways  / taking the Quantitative 
methodological trail  / drawing the journey to a close: dissemination of the findings  / the Journey 

PaPerback ISbN: 978-0-8570-2254-7 • may 2013 • 208 PageS • Sage

dIggINg deePer INTo acTIoN reSearch: A Teacher Inquirer’s Field Guide
Nancy Fichtman Dana, University of Florida, Gainesville

With real-life vignettes, self-guided worksheets, and an included DVD, this is the go-to guide each time your teachers 
embark on a new inquiry. Dana shows how to reframe initial wonderings into pointed inquiries, analyze both qualitative 
and quantitative data, and draw action-research topics out of discussions with colleagues.

CONTENTS 1. Why do teacher research anyway? / 2. developing and Fine-tuning your Wondering / 3. developing and Fine-tuning your research 
Plan / 4. analyzing your data / 5. Presenting your research / 6. on your Way: teacher research as a Way of Being in the World

PaPerback w/cd • ISbN: 978-1-4522-4195-1 • february 2013 • 120 PageS • CorwIn
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INQuIrINg INTo The commoN core
Nancy Fichtman Dana, Jamey Bolton Burns, and Rachel Wolkenhauer, all of University of Florida, Gainesville
While the Common Core couldn’t be clearer about what to teach, they never quite tackle how to teach. That’s what makes 
Inquiring into the Common Core such an essential resource. It offers teachers an inquiry-based professional development 
model for achieving greater understanding of the standards themselves, then determining best ways to realize desired 
outcomes. How exactly does the model work? Teachers take charge of their own professional development by posing 
questions, or wonderings, to stimulate action and higher-level insight into the big ambitions of the Common Core. At the very 
same time, they engage in a parallel process of inquiry with their students in service of the very same goals. 

CONTENTS 1. the Common Core and Inquiry / 2. teacher Inquiry: the Basics / 3. teacher Inquiry Into the Common Core: the story of lareal / 4. student 
Inquiry: the Basics / 5. student Inquiry and the Common Core: the story of mary / 6. making the Common Core Come alive through Inquiry: lessons learned

PaPerback  ISbN: 978-1-4522-7426-3 • JuLy 2013 • 112 PageS • CorwIn

QualITaTIvE rEsEarCh In EduCaTIon: A User’s Guide ThIrd EdITIon

Marilyn Lichtman, Virginia Tech

This Third Edition continues to bring together the essential elements of qualitative research, including traditions and 
influences in the field and practical, step-by-step coverage of each stage of the research process. Synthesizing the 
best thinking on conducting qualitative research in education, author Marilyn Lichtman uses a conversational writing 
style that draws readers into the excitement of the research process. Real-world examples provide both practical and 
theoretical information, helping readers understand abstract ideas and apply them to their own research. 

CONTENTS Part I: traditions and Influences / 1. Introduction and overview of the Field / 2. learning how to Be a Qualitative researcher / 3. 
Ethical Issues in Qualitative research / 4. designing your research: Five Popular research approaches / 5. designing your research: additional 
research approaches / Part II: Gathering, organizing, and analyzing / 6. social media, the Internet, and technology / 7. Embarking on Qualitative 
research / 8. reflexivity and subjectivity / 9. the role and Function of a literature review / 10. learning about others through Interviewing / 11. 
learning about others through observations and other techniques / Part III: Putting It all together / 12. making meaning From your data / 13. 
Communicating your Ideas / 14. Judging and Evaluating / 15. thinking about the Future

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-9532-0 • ©2013 • 368 PageS •  •  • Sage

reSearch meThodS IN educaTIoN
Joseph Check, University of Massachusetts Boston • Russell K. Schutt, University of Massachusetts Boston

This lively and innovative text introduces research methods as an integrated set of techniques for investigating 
questions about the educational world. It helps students connect technique and substance, appreciate the value 
of both qualitative and quantitative methodologies, and make ethical research decisions. It weaves actual research 
“stories” into the presentation of research topics, and it emphasizes validity, authenticity, and practical significance as 
overarching research goals. The text is divided into three sections: Foundations of Research (5 chapters), Research 
Design and Data Collection (7 chapters), and Analyzing and Reporting Data (3 chapters). This tripartite conceptual 
framework honors traditional quantitative approaches while reflecting the growing popularity of qualitative studies, 
mixed method designs, and school-based techniques. This approach provides a comprehensive, conceptually unified, 
and well-written introduction to the exciting but complex field of educational research. 

CONTENTS Part I: Foundations of research / 1. science, schooling, and Educational research / 2. the Process and Problems of Educational 
research / 3. Ethics in research / 4. Conceptualization and measurement / 5. sampling / Part II: research design and data Collection / 6. 
Causation and research design / 7. Evaluation research / 8. survey research / 9. Qualitative methods: observing, Participating, listening / 10. 
single-subject design / 11. mixing and Comparing methods and studies / 12. teacher research and action research / Part III: analyzing and 
reporting data / 13. Quantitative data analysis / 14. Qualitative data analysis / 15. Proposing and reporting research

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-4009-2 • ©2012 • 440 PageS •  •  • Sage

InTroduCTIon To EduCaTIonal rEsEarCh: A Critical Thinking Approach 
sECond EdITIon

W. Newton Suter, University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Engaging, informative, and nontechnical, this text was written and organized specifically for students intending to 
conduct future educational research. It enables students to think clearly and critically about the process of research 
and illustrates how easily research can be misinterpreted. The author empowers educators and makes research truly 
accessible by equipping readers with the reasoning and thinking skills needed to understand and critically evaluate 
empirical studies across all areas of education. Students are guided through the stages of the research process: 
thinking about research, formulating hypotheses, selecting appropriate research designs, collecting and analyzing 
statistical and qualitative data, and completing research analyses and critiques. As a result, students will better 
understand research as an integrated process, as well as show how and why researchers think like they do.

CONTENTS Part I: Foundations / 1. Educators as Critical thinkers / 2. thinking about research / 3. diversity of Educational research / Part II: 
research as Process / 4. the research Problem / 5. research language / 6. theory and Practice / Part III: data Collection / 7. research Bias and 
Control / 8. sampling in research / 9. measurement in research / Part Iv: design and analysis / 10. Common Experimental research designs / 
11. Common non-Intervention research designs / 12. Qualitative data, analysis, and design / 13. statistical data analysis / Part v: Consumer to 
Producer / 14. research analysis and Critique / 15. Writing research Proposals

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-9573-3 • ©2012 • 528 PageS •  •  • Sage
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reSearch meThodS aNd meThodoLogIeS IN educaTIoN
James Arthur, Birmingham University • Michael Waring, University of Loughborough • Robert Coe, 
University of Durham • Larry V Hedges, Northwestern University

Using a variety of methodological approaches and research techniques in education, this book provides students with 
the theoretical understandings, practical knowledge and skills which they need to carry out independent research. 
The editors bring together an array of international contributors, all of whom identify key research methodologies, data 
collection tools and analysis methods, and focus on the direct comparisons between them.

CONTENTS Part I: IntroduCtIon to rEsEarCh mEthods and mEthodoloGIEs In EduCatIon / how this Book Can help you / the nature 
of Educational research - Exploring the different understandings of Educational research / Finding your theoretical Position / Part II: BasIC 
PrInCIPlEs and PraCtICE In ConduCtInG rEsEarCh / design of Empirical research / Planning your research / Conducting your research / 
research Impact and dissemination / Part III: KEy mEthods / dimension 1 - research designs / action research / naturalistic research / 
Ethnographic and representational styles / Grounded theory / visual methodologies / Case study research / Issues of truth and Justice / surveys 
and longitudinal research / statistical and Correlational techniques / secondary data / Impact Evaluation / Interventions: Experiments / a 
systematic review / mixed methods / Philosophical research / dimension 2 - data Collection tools / observation-based research / In-depth 
Interviews / techniques to assist with Interviewing / Focus Groups and Group Interviews / Internet-based methods / doing Blog research / 
documentary methods / systematic reviews / Questionnaires / measurement and validity / dimension 3 - analysis methods / software and 
Qualitative data analysis / statistical analysis tools / discourse analysis / media analysis / visual methodologies and social Change / Grounded 
theory / Ethnography as Epistemology / Biographical research methods / statistical hypothesis tests / analysis of variance (anova) / multiple 
linear regression / multilevel analysis / Effect size / meta-analysis 

PaPerback ISbN: 978-0-8570-2039-0 • ©2013 • 456 PageS • Sage

a begINNer’S guIde To doINg your educaTIoN reSearch ProJecT
Mike Lambert, University of Wolverhampton

Based on the author’s many years of experience working with undergraduate and graduate students, this book is a 
basic guide to doing a research project in education. Step-by-step advice is presented in a clear way, and chapters 
take the reader through the entire process, from planning and doing research, to writing it up. Each stage is covered, 
with detailed help on choosing a topic, drawing up research questions, doing the literature review, choosing and 
designing research methods, the ethics of doing research, analyzing data, and collating and presenting findings. 

CONTENTS research: Important or Just Interesting? / research and you / Education: a research-Based Profession? / Why this Book? / 
structures and Contents / Features / time to start / Part onE: lEarnInG aBout rEsEarCh / research, ‘Paradigms’ and Ethics / the Process of 
doing research / learning from other research / Part tWo: doInG rEsEarCh / Choosing your topic / research Questions / literature review / 
Choosing your methods / designing research Instruments / validity, reliability and Ethical approval / Carrying out your Investigation / Part thrEE: 
analyZInG and WrItInG uP / analyzing data and Producing your Findings / Writing up your Project 

PaPerback ISbN: 978-0-8570-2981-2 • ©2013 • 248 PageS • Sage

The acTIoN reSearch guIdebook: A Four-Stage Process for Educators and 
School Teams sECond EdITIon

Richard Sagor, Washington State University

This best-selling volume provides tools and insights to guide the implementation of school-based research for student 
success. Sequentially organized to be used “as you go,” the book follows Sagor’s four-stage process: Clarifying visions/targets; 
Articulating theory; Implementing action and collecting data; and Reflecting on data and planning informed action.

CONTENTS 1. Introduction to action research / 2. Finding a Focus / 3. refining the Focus / 4. articulating a theory of action / 5. drawing a 
theory of action / 6. determining the research Questions / 7. Building a data-Collection Plan / 8. analyzing the data / 9. turning Findings Into 
action Plans / 10. reporting and sharing action research / 11. Conclusion: the school as a learning organization

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-8128-6 • ©2011 • 248 PageS • CorwIn

coNducTINg educaTIoNaL reSearch: Guide to Completing a Major Project
Daniel J. Boudah, East Carolina University

Designed to be used during the research process, this book walks readers through each step of a research project or 
thesis, including developing a research question, performing a literature search, developing a research plan, collecting 
and analyzing data, drawing conclusions, and sharing the conclusions with others. Throughout the book, Daniel 
J. Boudah covers all types of research (including experimental, descriptive, qualitative, group designs, and single 
subject designs) and helps readers link research questions to designs, designs to data sources, and data sources to 
appropriate analyses.

CONTENTS 1. research in Education / 2. Identifying a research Problem, Question, and searching relevant literature / 3. understanding 
relevant literature and Writing a literature review / 4. Issues in validity and trustworthiness / 5. designing and conducting experimental research 
/ 6. designing and Conducting Qualitative research / 7. designing and Conducting descriptive research / 8. Creating a research Proposal / 9. 
analyzing and Interpreting Experimental research / 10. analyzing and Interpreting Qualitative research / 11. analyzing and Interpreting descriptive 
research / 12. Writing research reports

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-7902-3 • ©2011 • 336 PageS • Sage
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The Sage haNdbook for reSearch IN educaTIoN: Pursuing Ideas as the 
Keystone of Exemplary Inquiry sECond EdITIon

Edited by Clifton F. Conrad, University of Wisconsin - Madison • Ronald C. Serlin, University of Wisconsin 
- Madison

This handbook stimulates and encourages students, faculty, and educational practitioners, including individuals in Pre 
K-16 education, government, and the private sector who conduct applied and policy-oriented educational research, to 
place the pursuit of ideas at the epicenter of their research. As well as supporting readers to place the pursuit of ideas 
as the keystone of exemplary inquiry, the handbook draws on the perspectives of scholars representing diverse fields 
within the field of education as well as qualitative, quantitative, and mixed-methods approaches to inquiry.

hardcover ISbN: 978-1-4129-8000-5 • ©2011 • 528 PageS • Sage

sage haNdbook of reSearch oN cLaSSroom aSSeSSmeNT
James H. McMillan, Virginia Commonwealth University

This handbook provides scholars, professors, graduate students, and other researchers and policy makers in the 
organizations, agencies, testing companies, and school districts with a comprehensive source of research on all aspects 
of K-12 classroom assessment. The handbook emphasizes theory, conceptual frameworks, and all varieties of research 
(quantitative, qualitative, mixed methods) to provide an in-depth understanding of the knowledge base in each area of 
classroom assessment and how to conduct inquiry in the area. It presents classroom assessment research to convey, in 
depth, the state of knowledge and understanding that is represented by the research, with particular emphasis on how 
classroom assessment practices affect student achievement and teacher behavior. Editor James H. McMillan and five 
Associate Editors bring the best thinking and analysis from leading classroom assessment researchers on the nature of 
the research, making significant contributions to this prominent and hotly debated topic in education. 

CONTENTS 1. Why We need research on Classroom assessment / 2. Classroom assessment in the Context of learning theory and research / 3. 
Classroom assessment in the Context of motivation theory and research / 4. Classroom assessment in the Context of high stakes testing / 5. historical 
Context of Classroom assessment research / 6. validity in Classroom assessment: Purposes, Properties, and Principles / 7. reliability in Classroom 
assessment / 8. Fairness in Classroom assessment / 9. measuring Classroom assessment Practices / 10. Formative and summative aspects of 
assessment: theoretical and research / 11. Gathering Evidence of student understanding / 12. Feedback and Instructional Correctives / 13. Examining 
Formative Feedback in the Classroom Context: new research / 14. research on Classroom summative assessment / 15. Grading / 16. Constructed-
response approaches for Classroom assessment / 17. Writing selected-response Items for Classroom assessment / 18. Performance assessment 
/ 19. Portfolios and E-Portfolios: student reflection, self-assessment and Goal / 20. understanding and assessing the social-Emotional attributes 
of Classrooms / 21. student self-assessment / 22. Peers as a source of Formative and summative assessment / 23. differentiation and Classroom 
assessment / 24. Classroom assessment in special Education / 25. Classroom assessment in mathematics / 26. research on assessment in the social 
studies Classroom / 27. assessment in the science Classroom: Priorities, Practices and Prospects / 28. Classroom assessment in Writing

hardcover: $150.00 • ISbN: 978-1-4129-9587-0 • ©2013 • 576 PageS •  • Sage

statistics in Education

uSINg STaTISTIcS To make educaTIoNaL decISIoNS
David Tanner, California State University, Fresno

Government scrutiny and intensified oversight have dramatically changed the landscape of education in recent years. 
Observers want to know how schools compare, which district is best, which states are spending the most per student 
on education, whether reforms are making a difference, and why so many students are failing. Some of these questions 
require technical answers that educators historically redirected to outside experts, but the questions leveled at all 
educators have become so acute and persistent that they can no longer be outsourced. This text helps educators 
develop the tools and the conceptual understanding needed to provide definitive answers to difficult statistical 
questions facing education today.

CONTENTS Part a: developing a Context for statistical analysis / 1. a Context for solving Quantitative Problems / 2. describing data / Part 
B: Presenting data / 3. data distributions: Picturing data / 4. Working with the normal Curve: z scores / Part C: Examining differences / 5. 
Probability and the normal distribution / 6. t for one, or two / 7. analysis of variance / 8. anova with more than one Independent variable: 
Factorial anova / 9. dependent Groups tests for Interval data / Part d: association and Prediction / 10. Correlation / 11. regression with one 
Predictor / 12. regression with more than one Predictor / Part E: tests for nominal and ordinal data / 13. some of the Chi-square tests / 14. 
Working with ordinal, more, or less-than data / Part F: tests, measurement Issues and selected advanced topics / 15. testing Issues / 16. a Brief 
Introduction to selected advanced topics

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-6977-2 • ©2012 • 552 PageS •  • Sage
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PrInt + IntEractIvE eBook: GEt morE wIth thE BundlE!

 
sTaTIsTICs For pEoplE who (ThInK ThEy) haTE sTaTIsTICs FIFTh EdITIon

Neil J. Salkind, University of Kansas

The bestselling Statistics for People Who (Think They) Hate Statistics is now in its Fifth Edition!  This text teaches an 
often intimidating and difficult subject in a way that is informative, personable, and clear.  Author Neil J. Salkind takes 
students through various statistical procedures, beginning with correlation and graphical representation of data and 
ending with inferential techniques and analysis of variance. In addition, the text covers SPSS, and includes reviews of 
more advanced techniques, such as reliability, validity, introductory non-parametric statistics, and more. Pedagogical 
features include sidebars offering additional technical information about the topics presented and points that reinforce 
major themes in the book. Finally, this new edition includes more examples than ever before, an expanded set of 
exercises at the end of each chapter, expanded data sets for Excel and SPSS, and a new Real World Stats feature 
which provides an applied example of the content covered in the chapter. An Interactive eBook Edition will also be 
available for Spring 2014.

  Enhanced Interactive eBook: FREE when bundled with the print version!

The easy-to-use interactive eBook gives you access to the same content and page layout as the printed book, but in a 
flexible digital format. It offers integrated links to multimedia content including video, audio, articles, data, reference 
materials, influential SAGE Journals, and primary source documents that allow you to delve deeper and explore 
important concepts or ideas where it matters most—on the page where a topic is discussed. Featuring helpful study 
tools such as highlighting, bookmarking, and in-text searching, the interactive eBook can be easily accessed anywhere 
you have an Internet connection from your desktop or laptop computer. Get FREE access to the interactive eBook with 
the purchase of the new edition.

CONTENTS 1. statistics or sadistics? It’s up to you / 2. means to an End: Computing and understanding averages / 3. vive la différence: 
understanding variability / 4. a Picture really Is Worth a thousand Words / 5. Ice Cream and Crime: Computing Correlation Coefficients / 6. Just 
the truth: an Introduction to understanding reliability and validity Part III. taking Chances for Fun and Profit / 7. hypotheticals and you: testing your 
Questions / 8. are your Curves normal? Probability and Why It Counts Part Iv. significantly different: using Inferential statistics / 9. significantly 
significant: What It means for you and me / 10. only the lonely: the one sample Z test / 11. t(ea) for two: tests Between the means of different Groups 
/ 12. t(ea) for two (again): tests Between the means of related Groups / 13. two Groups too many? try analysis of variance / 14. two too many Factors: 
Factorial analysis of variance / 15. Cousins or Just Good Friends? testing relationships using the Correlation Coefficient / 16. Predicting Who’ll Win the 
super Bowl: using linear regression / 17. What to do When you’re not normal: Chi-square and some other nonparametric tests / 18. some other 
(Important) statistical Procedures you should Know about / 19. a statistical software sampler Part v. ten things you’ll Want to Know and remember / 
20. the ten (or more) Best Internet sites for statistics stuff / 21. the ten Commandments of data Collection

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4522-7771-4• November 2013 • 468 PageS •  •  • Sage

InTEraCTIvE ebook SLIm Pack ISbN: 978-1-4833-0333-8 

prInT + InTEraCTIvE ebook buNdLe ISbN: 978-1-4833-4420-1

 
student resources

The uLTImaTe STudeNT TeachINg guIde sECond EdITIon

Kisha N. Daniels, North Carolina Central University • Gerrelyn C. Patterson, North Carolina Central 
University • Yolanda L. Dunston, North Carolina Central University

This text offers preK-12 teacher candidates a comprehensive guide to better understand the realities of the student 
teaching internship experience. The Guide provides practical strategies which can be immediately applied to help 
navigate school concerns, solve classroom challenges, and negotiate social conflicts. The information and strategies 
presented are succinct and practical in nature.

CONTENTS Part I: People / 1. Welcome to student teaching: “the open house” / 2. meeting your Cooperating teacher: “the teacher Conference” 
/ Part II: Politics / 3. understanding your Cooperating teacher: “the rules” / 4. managing the Workload: “the late Bell” / 5. Classroom 
management during student teaching: “the Principal’s office” / Part III: Planning / 6. strategies for Effective teaching: “the Planning Period” / 7. 
Preparation and Performance: “the lesson Plan” / Part Iv: Performance / 8. developing Confidence in your teaching ability: ”the Evaluation” / 9. 
the last stEP: student teacher Exit Plan

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4522-9982-2 • JaNuary 2014 • 224 PageS • Sage
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ThE lITEraTurE rEvIEw: Six Steps to Success sECond EdITIon

Lawrence A. Machi, University of La Verne • Brenda T. McEvoy, Independent Writer/Researcher

Untangle the literature review process! Written in user-friendly language, this resource offers master’s and doctoral-level students 
in education and the social sciences a road map to developing and writing an effective literature review for a research project, 
thesis, or dissertation. This edition has been updated with new tools and features to guide readers through the six-step process.

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4522-4088-6 •  ©2013 • 200 PageS • CorwIn

The Sage haNdbook of dIgITaL dISSerTaTIoNS aNd TheSeS
Richard Andrews, Institute of Education University of London • Erik Borg, Coventry University • Stephen 
Boyd Davis, Royal College of Art • Myrrh Domingo, New York University • Jude England, British Library
The SAGE Handbook of Digital Dissertations and Theses sets out the processes and products of ‘digital’ research. It 
is a theoretical and practical guide on how to undertake and navigate advanced research in the arts, humanities and 
social sciences. Topics covered include: how to make research more accessible; the use of search engines and other 
sources to determine the scope of work; research training for students; anwers to the question: “What will theses, 
dissertations and research reports look like in ten years’ time?”; the storing and archiving of such research; ethics and 
methodologies in the field; and intercultural issues.

hardcover: $150.00 • ISbN: 978-0-8570-2739-9 • ©2013 • 548 PageS •  • Sage

wrITINg The wINNINg TheSIS or dISSerTaTIoN: A Step-by-Step Guide 
ThIrd EdITIon

Randy L. Joyner, Appalachian State University, North Carolina • William A. Rouse • Allan A. Glatthorn

Completing your master’s thesis or doctoral dissertation can be a daunting task. This text demystifies the process, 
helping you prepare your scholarly work. This experience-based, practical book takes you through the process one 
step at a time! Newly revised and updated, this edition uses a step-by-step approach, providing specific models and 
examples that will take you through the complex writing process.

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4522-5878-2 • ©2013 • 328 PageS • CorwIn

doINg your maSTerS dISSerTaTIoN: From Start to Finish
Inger Furseth, KIFO Centre for Church Research, Norway • Euris Larry Everett

This book is an indispensible guide to writing a successful Masters dissertation. The book begins by addressing issues 
your students will face in the early stages of writing a dissertation, such as deciding on what to research, planning their 
projects and searching for literature online. It then guides them through different aspects of carrying out their research 
and writing up, helping them to: discuss the literature; formulate research questions; choose one or more methods; 
analyze their findings; build their arguments; write the introduction and the conclusion; and edit and reference.

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4462-6399-0 • march 2013 • 176 PageS • Sage

ThE EduCaTIon dIssErTaTIon: A Guide for Practitioner Scholars
Dan W. Butin

Written for practicing educators pursuing a doctoral degree, this resource provides a step-by-step process for 
developing and completing an academically rigorous dissertation in a time-efficient manner. Grounded in adult 
learning theory, this volume presents concrete goals and workable methods, organizational templates, and tips 
throughout to help students think through situations.

PaPerback ISbN: 978-1-4129-6044-1 • ©2010 • 184 PageS • CorwIn

For your Bookshelf

The Sage haNdbook of earLy chILdhood LITeracy sECond EdITIon

Joanne Larson, University of Rochester, New York • Jackie Marsh, University of Sheffield
Revised and updated to retain its cutting-edge focus on emergent and important areas of research. this comprehensive 
and ground-breaking work guides the reader through current social, cultural and historical analysis on a global scale. 
In the Handbook, readers will find coverage of all the key topics in early childhood literacy, including perspectives; 
literacy in families, communities and cultures; making meaning; literacy in preschool settings and schools, and 
various research methodologies. The exceptional list of contributors offers in-depth expertise in their respective areas 
of knowledge. This Handbook is essential for undergraduate and graduate students, researchers, and literacy-center 
personnel. Anyone involved in Early Years education and teaching reading and writing will find it illuminating.

hardcover: $150.00 • ISbN: 978-0-8570-2924-9 • ©2013  • 704 PageS •  • Sage
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EnCyClopEdIa oF dIvErsITy In EduCaTIon
James A. Banks, University of Washington

With about 700 signed entries with cross-references and recommended readings, this encyclopedia presents research 
and statistics, case studies, and best practices, policies, and programs at pre- and postsecondary levels. Diversity is a 
worldwide phenomenon, and while most of the entries in the encyclopedia focus on the United States, diversity issues 
and developments in nations around the world, including the United States, are intricately connected. Consequently, 
to illuminate the many aspects of diversity, this volume contains entries from different nations in the world in order to 
illuminate the myriad aspects of diversity. 

hardcover: $595.00 • ISbN: 978-1-4129-8152-1 • ©2013 • 2600 PageS •  • Sage

debaTINg ISSueS IN amerIcaN educaTIoN: A SAGE Reference Set
Charles J. Russo, University of Dayton • Allan G. Osborne, Jr., I S E I C Institute of Education University 
of London

This issues-based reference set on education in the United States tackles broad, contentious topics that have 
prompted debate and discussion within the education community. The volumes focus on pre-school through secondary 
education and explore prominent and perennially important debates. This set is an essential reference resource 
for undergraduate students within schools of education and related fields including educational administration, 
educational psychology, school psychology, human development, and more.

hardcover: $680.00 • ISbN: 978-1-4129-8978-7 • ©2012 • 3968 PageS •  • Sage

Early ChIldhood EduCaTIon four-voLume SeT

Edited by Iram Siraj-Blatchford • Aziza Mayo, both at University of London, UK

Early years and early childhood is a vibrant area of educational practice. The field is continually developing and 
is faced with contemporary advances, challenges, and debates in terms of theories, research, and practice. This 
collection, compiled by Iram Siraj-Blatchford, one of the most influential researchers in early years education, and Aziza 
Mayo, an emerging expert, provides an authoritative overview of early years education.

hardcover: $995.00 • ISbN: 978-1-8492-0737-9 • ©2012 • 1632 PageS •  • Sage

Early ChIldhood lITEraCy four-voLume SeT

Edited by Kate Pahl, University of Sheffield, UK • Jennifer Rowsell, Brock University, Canada

Early Years literacy research represents the foundation of literacy education, influencing the trajectory of literacy 
development as far as the high school years. This collection features key discussions and debates about the 
application of particular methods within the field, by drawing on multiple methodological approaches and diverse 
theoretical perspectives.

hardcover: $995.00 • ISbN: 978-0-8570-2977-5 • ©2012 • 1688 PageS •  • Sage

The Sage haNdbook of deveLoPmeNTaL dISorderS
Edited by Patricia Howlin, King’s College London, UK • Tony Charman, Institute of Education, London, UK 
• Mohammad Ghaziuddin, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Reflecting the enormous changes that have taken place in our knowledge and understanding of developmental 
disorders, this groundbreaking international volume brings this vast and complex field together for the first time. The 
editors have collected together the world’s leading academic scholars and clinicians, to explore how current research 
across a range of different disciplines can inform academic knowledge and clinical practice and help to improve the 
lives of individuals and their families.

hardcover: $150.00 • ISbN: 978-1-4129-4486-1 • ©2012 • 592 PageS •  • Sage

ThINkINg Through New LITeracIeS for PrImary aNd earLy yearS
Jayne Metcalfe, Debbie Simpson, Ian Todd, and Mike Toyn, all of University of Cumbria (Lancaster), UK

This accessible book challenges readers to reconsider what is meant by the term ‘literacy’. It encourages a deep 
consideration of literacy in the post-typographic age. Written for education students, it draws on current research and 
makes links between the theory and practice. It explores some technological innovations designed to support the 
emergent reader and writer and covers aural and oral literacies, visual literacies and the legal and ethical issues arising 
from this new era. Readers are helped to think through ‘new literacies’ and their place in primary schools. Throughout, 
critical thinking exercises help the reader develop their own analytical skills. 

PaPerback: $36.00 • ISbN: 978-0-8572-5809-0 • may 2013 • 208 PageS •  • LearNINg maTTerS NEW!
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